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Forew ord 
 
The invest igat ion of child Death remains one of the most  challenging and 
emot ional invest igat ions any officer can face. The death of any person is 
often a t ragedy, but  it  becomes part icular ly poignant  when it  involves a 
young person. I nvest igators will be faced with gr ief st r icken parents, often 
alongside community feelings which often leads to spontaneous outpourings 
of collect ive gr ief (we have all seen the huge collect ions of flowers that  can 
build up at  scenes) , plus often invest igators have personal connect ions 
more intense than normal due to their  own children, or through fr iends, etc. 
The pressure and diff icult ies for the Senior I nvest igat ing Officer are only 
further compounded by the knowledge that , unfortunately, on far too many 
occasions one of those gr ief st r icken parents can often prove to be the 
offender.  
 
Any child of whatever age deserves the very best  of UK policing in terms of 
the invest igat ion into their  death.  
 
At  these t imes of shr inking budgets and increasing demands, with 
compet ing pressures and other significant  (and im portant )  cr ime types 
dom inat ing the headlines and at tent ion, it  is im portant  that  this sent iment  
is maintained and core to what  we do. The demands and difficult ies of Child 
Death /  Hom icide invest igat ion require experience, t ime and met iculous 
at tent ion to detail along with expert  assistance often in some of the most  
cont roversial areas of medical science. I t  is in this context  the work of the 
Nat ional Child Death I nvest igat ion Group is so important .  
 
This group, which is a sub-group of the Nat ional Crime Business Area 
Homicide Working Group, has two key current  object ives:  
1. Reduce the number of Under One deaths, and  
2. Explore any connect ions between I nternet  'use' and child hom icide. 
But  its rem it  is far wider and its work mult i- faceted. Key achievements of 
the group, of which it  is r ight ly proud, include the publishing of nat ional 
guidance on the invest igat ion of child death and the Nat ional Child Death 
I nvest igat ion Course for SI Os, which the group commissioned and 
oversees. Other achievements over the years have included lobbying for & 
achieving legislat ive changes such as Sect ion 5 of the Domest ic Violence & 
Fam ily's Act  (Causing & Allowing death etc)  along with forthcom ing changes 
to the 'over laying' legislat ion. Addit ionally the group have influenced 
revisions to the "Working Together"  mult i-agency Child Protect ion guidance, 
along with providing specialist  advice to SI Os facing one of these 
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challenging invest igat ions.  
 
This journal represents the next  stage of the group’s commitment  to 
cont inually improving the levels of professional knowledge amongst  
invest igat ive staff engaged on these complex invest igat ions. Within the 
journal you will find reflect ions on invest igat ions, updates on law issues and 
medical opinions. I  commend the journal to you as one aspect  of keeping 
yourself updated on this key area of complex invest igat ion. 
 
Geoff Wessell  
 
Chair  of Sub Group 
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A Case Study in Asphyxial Death -  A Pathological 
Dilem ma Solved 
 
 
 
Sally M How es QC, 2 Harcourt  Buildings, Temple. Email:  smhqc@msn.com 
 
 
Abstract  
This art icle highlights the thoughts and act ions carr ied out  by one of the UK's top 
Barristers Sally Howes QC, on how she prosecuted the case that  involved an 
asyphxial (smothering)  death. I t  involves the importance of pathological expert  
evidence and how to resolve conflicts in this. I t  is a real life case where the original 
decision was not  to prosecute, but  the Care proceedings were quite st rong on the 
cause of death and who caused it . The Coroner at  the inquest  referred the case to 
the DPP and CPS with lead counsel brought  about  a charge of murder. The t r ial 
involved the use of the complicated medical evidence.  
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1 . I nt roduct ion 
 
 
The history of this fascinat ing case serves to illust rate the importance of thorough 
and painstaking analysis of pathological evidence. 
 
Two em inent  pathologists, two post  mortem exam inat ions, and two polar  opinions 
of the cause of death. Not  the most prom ising of starts for a hom icide 
invest igat ion... .  
 
 
2 . Br ief Facts 
 
 
Lesley Dunford ( the defendant )  was the mother of three young children;  Lucy ( the 
deceased)  born 16 May 2000, L ( ident if ied by init ial)  born 3 September 2001 and 
Harley born 21 January 2003.  She and her husband, Wayne, lived with their three 
children in Camber, East  Sussex. 
 
Pr ior to Lucy’s death, Wayne Dunford had had a lengthy per iod of unemployment  
for some nineteen months.  During this t ime he took a very act ive role in br inging 
up the children and helping to run the home.  He cooked, cleaned the house, 
dressed the children and took Lucy to play school. 
 
On 27 August  2003, Harley died. He was seven months old. The defendant  had 
found him  face down in his cot  -  apparent ly dead.  She was alone with the children 
that  morning as Wayne Dunford was at tending his “Job Club”  in an effort  to f ind 
work. The post  mortem concluded that  the cause of Harley’s death was 
staphylococcal pneumonia. 
 
On 22 December 2003, Wayne Dunford had an interview at  a local engineering 
company.  He was successful and was offered the job to start  on Monday 2 
February 2004.  According to him , the defendant  was worried about  him  start ing 
work again as he had been at  home with her and the children all day, every day 
for a long t ime.  However, this apparent  anxiety seemed to pass and by Sunday 1 
February 2004 the fam ily spent  a happy day together.  The only comment  made 
by Wayne Dunford about  Lucy’s health that  day was that , although she was 
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perfect ly well, she had a “ loose tumm y” . 
 
The following day, Wayne Dunford left  for work just  before 8am.  Before he left  he 
saw that  Lucy and L were fit  and well.  Various neighbours and local shopkeepers 
saw Lucy alive and well that  morning as she accompanied the defendant  to the 
parade of shops in Camber Village.  The only account  as to what  happened after 
these last  sight ings of Lucy was given by the defendant  in her police interview 
following her arrest  for Lucy’s murder. 
 
According to the defendant  all was well that  day unt il after lunch when Lucy soiled 
herself whilst  playing upstairs in her bedroom.  (A set  of soiled, r insed children’s’ 
lower garments was found in the washing machine dur ing the subsequent  police 
search) .  Lucy was, apparent ly, f ine following this m ishap, asked for a story and 
was “as chat ty as ever” .  Lucy then said she was t ired and so the defendant  put  
her to bed for a sleep.  Lucy lay flat  on her tummy with her legs st raight .  Her 
head was in the m iddle of the pillow facing towards her r ight  towards the bedroom 
door.  The defendant tucked Lucy in -  the duvet  covering her from the shoulders 
down.  The t ime was approximately 2: 10-2: 15pm. 
The defendant  was adamant  about  two details:  • there were no marks on Lucy’s body at  the t ime she went  to bed and,  • she did not  hear Lucy make any movement  at  all.  
At  approximately 3pm the defendant  looked in on Lucy and found her in exact ly 
the same posit ion in which she had left  her save that  her head was no longer 
facing the bedroom door but  was face down into the pillow.  The posit ion of Lucy’s 
body was unchanged and the duvet was undisturbed.  The defendant  told the 
police that  she t ipped Lucy’s head sideways and not iced the cut  to her forehead 
and that  her face was purple.  She said that  Lucy’s body was st iff and she was not  
breathing. 
 
The defendant  telephoned a fam ily fr iend, the local v icar, Rev M for help saying, 
“ I t ’s happened again.  Just  like Harley” .  On arr ival Rev M went  st raight  to Lucy’s 
bedroom.  She found her unresponsive and not  breathing.  She saw the cut  to 
Lucy’s forehead and noted that  it  was not  bleeding.  Rev M commenced CPR.  
Significant ly, she saw no evidence that  Lucy had vom ited.  Rev M also not ice two 
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“pinkie/ m auve m arks”  on Lucy’s neck. 
On arr ival, Paramedics put  Lucy into the ambulance immediately and left  for the 
hospital.   She was t ransferred to the Air Ambulance.  The crew not iced bruising to 
either side of Lucy’s t rachea but  did not  note the presence of petechial 
haemorrhage.  At  3.46pm Lucy was intubated.  This procedure caused a project ion 
of vom it .  On arr ival at  the Conquest  Hospital, Hast ings, Lucy was unresponsive 
and in cardiac and respiratory arrest .  Resuscitat ion cont inued unt il 4.30pm when 
she was cert if ied dead. 
 
Whilst  v iewing Lucy’s body, the defendant  made two significant  comments to 
hospital staff, ( i)  “ I  went  up to check on her and found her face down on the pillow 
in the same place as the baby, in the same situat ion. Only the baby had 
st reptococci chest  infect ion.”  and ( ii)  “Has she got  any other injuries. What  about  
her back?”  
 
During the forensic exam inat ion of Lucy’s bedroom a small, single blood stain was 
found close to the top edge of the headboard of Lucy’s bed which matched her 
DNA (STR)  profile. 
 
 
3 . Pathology  
 
 
Professor Tony Risdon, Consultant  Paediat r ic and Home Office Forensic Pathologist ,  
conducted the post  mortem examinat ion of Lucy’s body on 3 February 2004.   
 
The significant  f indings were:  • A large number of pinpoint  petechial haemorrhages on the forehead, 
temporal regions, both sides of the neck and conjunct ivae of the r ight  lower 
eyelid • Criss-cross, linear, superficial scratch marks to the front  of the neck and 
larynx  • Superficial abrasions to the left  side of the neck over the angle of the 
mandible and • A fresh lacerat ion above the left  eyebrow.  
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I t  was Professor Risdon’s prelim inary view that  the pinpoint  petechial 
haemorrhages to the face and neck were highly suspicious of asphyxiat ion and the 
scratch marks to the front  of the neck and the abrasion to the mandible were 
consistent  with a hand being placed over Lucy’s mouth. 
 
However, following the histological exam inat ion of the lung t issue taken at  post  
mortem, Professor Risdon had to revise his prelim inary opinion.  Food part icles 
detected in the bronchi suggested inhalat ion of gast r ic contents.  An acute 
asphyxial episode, caused by Lucy choking on her own vom it , could have, 
according to Professor Risdon, caused the petechial haemorrhage to the face and 
neck.  He was, however, careful to point  out  that  it  would be unusual for a child of 
this age to undergo a fatal choking episode without  an under ly ing cause. 
 
I n his full post  mortem report  (dated 17 February 2004)  Professor Risdon had the 
benefit  of the results of post  mortem m icrobiological tests.  The bacteriological 
results isolated Group A beta haemolyt ic St reptococcus in the lung and spleen 
t issue.  These findings caused him  to reassess his prelim inary opinion. 
 
Professor Risdon considered that  the presence of Group A beta haemolyt ic 
St reptococcus indicated a possible St reptococcal infect ion causing Lucy to vom it  
leading to aspirat ion of gast r ic content  leading to airway obst ruct ion result ing in 
petechial haemorrhage.  Professor Risdon concluded that  the post  mortem findings 
could indicate a natural cause of death.  He, therefore, considered the cause of 
death, from the pathology alone, to be asphyxia due to aspirat ion of gast r ic 
content  due to St reptococcal sept icaem ia. 
 
On 18 February 2004, Dr Vesna Djurovic, Consultant  Forensic Pathologist ,  
conducted a second post  mortem.  Prior to her examinat ion, Dr Djurovic read the 
full post  mortem report  of Professor Risdon and examined Lucy’s body under UV 
light .  I n addit ion to the examinat ions conducted by Professor Risdon, Dr Djurovic 
dissected Lucy’s back, back of neck, back of head and face.  On dissect ion, Dr 
Djurovic found mult iple areas of bruising to the back of the upper shoulders, back 
of head and neck and a deep almost  symm etrical bruise to both sides of the nasal 
bone.   
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I t  was Dr Djurovic’s opinion that  her post  mortem findings were consistent  with 
asphyxial death due to imposed upper airway obst ruct ion.  The scratch marks on 
the front  of the neck and the prom inence of the petechial haemorrhage suggested 
an element  of neck compression, probably in combinat ion with suffocat ion either 
by hand or by pressing Lucy’s face by or against  some soft  object , e.g. a pillow, 
causing the bruising to the nasal area.  The bruising to the back of the shoulders 
and head may have occurred as she was pressed forcibly down.  This bruising had 
the pat tern of f ingert ip marks. 
 
The lacerat ion to the forehead was consistent  with blunt  impact  by or against  a 
hard object , e.g. the headboard of the bed.  The absence of significant  bleeding 
suggested this occurred around the t ime of death. 
 
I t  was Dr Djurovic’s opinion that  the finding of gast r ic content  in the lungs was in 
keeping with inhalat ion of vom it  dur ing resuscitat ion and the finding of Group A 
beta haemolyt ic St reptococcus in the lungs was consistent  with it  being pushed 
there from the upper respiratory airways during resuscitat ion.  Dr Djurovic’s 
opinion was that  the cause of death was asphyxia due to upper airway obst ruct ion.  
This was in accordance with Professor Risdon’s prelim inary opinion, but  not  his 
final opinion.  This apparent  difference between these two highly respected 
pathologists was to cause a lengthy “pathological dilemma”  in the history of this 
case. 
 
 
4 . Procedural Chronology 
 
 
Following further interviews of Lesley Dunford by police in May 2004 the case 
papers were submit ted to the Crown Prosecut ion Service.  The decision was made 
not  to charge her with the murder of Lucy because of the uncertainty as to the 
cause of death. 
 
I n 2005 Care Proceedings took place in the Family Division in respect  of the 
surviv ing child, L, before The Hon Mr Just ice Charles.  He heard evidence from a 
number of medical/ pathological experts and concluded that  it  was far more likely 
than not  that :  
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Lucy’s death was caused by compression to her neck which caused obst ruct ion to 
her airway and venous return;  the mother ( i.e. Lesley Dunford)  inflicted that  
compression to Lucy’s neck as part  of a ser ies of events that  also caused the cut  to 
her forehead, bruises to her back and marks to her neck, and thus that ;  the 
mother, who is the only possible perpet rator, caused Lucy’s death and injur ies. 
 
Following the hearing of expert  evidence at  the Coroner’s I nquest  into the death of 
Lucy Dunford in 2009, HM Coroner for Sussex adjourned proceedings under Rule 
28(1)  of The Coroners Rules 1984 (as amended) .  “ I f during the course of an 
inquest  evidence is given from which it  appears to the coroner that  the death of 
the deceased is likely to be due to an offence within Rule 26(3)  and that  such a 
person m ight  be charged with such an offence, then the coroner, .. ...shall adjourn 
the inquest  ... . and send to the DPP part iculars of that  offence.”   The DPP returned 
the papers to the CPS for further considerat ion.  Again the decision was taken not  
to charge Lesley Dunford for the same reason as before -  the pathology. 
 
At  the request  of the Sussex Police, the CPS inst ructed Leading Counsel to review 
the ent ire case and advice as to the realist ic prospect  of convict ion.  Following that  
case review, Lesley Dunford was charged with the murder of Lucy.  Her t r ial was 
held at  Lewes Crown Court  in May/ June 2012. 
 
 
5 . Pathological Dilem m a 
 
 
The m icrobiological pathology presented the peg upon which the defence could 
hang the possibility of “natural causes”  to explain Lucy’s “sudden and unexplained”  
death.  The suggested scenario at  t r ial was:  
 • The post  mortem finding of Group A beta haemolyt ic St reptococcus in lung 
t issue indicates the presence of at  least  some form  of infect ion (Lucy had a 
“ loose tummy”  the night  before, soiled herself short ly before she died, had 
felt  t ired and had gone to bed) ;  • The infect ion led to vom it ing/ regurgitat ion of stomach contents leading to:  
o Aspirat ion of vom it  leading to,  
o Asphyxiat ion/ choking leading to,  
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o Petechial haemorrhage, 
o St r ik ing head on headboard during the convulsive stage of 
asphyxiat ion.  
The other significant  post  mortem findings had an alternat ive suggested causat ion:  • Marks to neck and larynx caused by resuscitat ion at tempts,  • Bruising around the nasal area due to pinching dur ing CPR,  • Abrasions on the mandible caused by a st rap securing oxygen mask, • Bruising to the back caused by vigorous and prolonged CPR,  • Petechial haemorrhages caused by vigorous and prolonged CPR.  
The following addit ional experts were called by the Crown;  Dr William Lawler, 
Consultant  Pathologist , Dr Nathaniel Cary, Consultant  Forensic and Home Office 
Pathologist , Professor Nigel Klein, Consultant  in Paediat r ic I nfect ious Diseases and 
I mmunology.  Between them they managed to rule out  each and every suggested 
alternat ive in logical,  j ust if ied and well presented evidence. 
 
Did the finding of Group A beta haem olyt ic St reptococcus indicate presence of 
infect ion? 
Professor Klein began by explaining that  these bacteria can be present  in the 
upper respiratory t ract  and be asymptomat ic.  I t  is not  the presence of the germ, 
but  the body’s react ion to it  that  causes infect ion.  There was no clinical evidence 
of infect ion at  all pr ior to Lucy’s collapse, let  alone an infect ion that  was so serious 
as to make her so unwell that  she vom ited and was unable to protect  her airway 
by her gag reflex. There were no symptoms of pneumonia, toxic shock syndrome 
or sept icaemia and Professor Klein stated he would need to see that  to say that  
this bacter ium was the cause of death.  There would have been both clinical and 
pathological evidence.  I n his opinion, it  was much more likely that  a few 
organisms were pushed down from the upper respiratory system into the lungs 
during resuscitat ion. 
 
Aspirat ion of vom it  leading to choking? 
All experts agreed that  in a healthy child of 3½ years of age the gag reflex is very 
st rong and a fatal choking in a fit , healthy child would be “ext remely unlikely” .   
The evidence was that  the gag reflex is cont rolled in the brain stem which will 
cont inue to funct ion even if the main part  of the brain is compromised.  There was 
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no evidence of vom it  unt il Lucy was intubated in the Air  Ambulance. 
 
Petechial haem orrhages -  what  caused them ? 
All four pathologists were unanimous in their opinions that  the pat tern, nature and 
extent  of the petechial haemorrhages and their being confined to face, scalp and 
neck was typical of asphyxia caused by imposed upper airway obst ruct ion.  Dr 
Lawler went  a lit t le further in his opinion by suggest ing that  the “ flor id”  
appearance of the petechial haemorrhages indicated an element  of compression of 
the neck. 
 
I njury to forehead 
On seeing the cut  to Lucy’s forehead, Rev M noted that  it  was not  bleeding.  
Histology confirmed that  the injury was very recent  as the t issue surrounding the 
lacerat ion showed no evidence of any healing process.  All pathologists agreed that  
the lacerat ion was a peri mortem event  (at  the t ime of death) .  I f there is no 
circulat ion -  there is no bleeding. 
 
Scratch m arks to neck, larynx and m andible caused by resuscitat ion? 
The presence of these marks reinforced the combined pathological opinion that  
this was a case of im posed upper airway asphyxia. The number and nature were 
significant .  I t  was Dr Lawler’s opinion that  the marks were “very st rongly 
suggest ive indeed of the fingernails of an assailant  or a v ict im ” .  Dr Cary added 
that  whereas a mark such as an abrasion to the lip m ay be caused by 
resuscitat ion, this number of f ingernail marks could not . 
 
Bruising to the back caused by vigorous and prolonged CPR? 
Dr Cary was part icularly helpful in answering this suggest ion.  I t  was his opinion 
that  the nature and dist r ibut ion of these bruises were consistent  with forceful 
pressure from a hand or hands.  The bilateral pat tern suggested both hands were 
used.  I t  was also his opinion that  these bruises occurred in life with significant  
circulat ion funct ioning rather than dur ing resuscitat ion when circulat ion has 
effect ively ceased.  CPR circulat ion is lim ited to supplying blood from the heart  to 
the brain and the likelihood of get t ing blood flow out  to subcutaneous fat  and 
capillary veins is rem ote.  Put  simply, if there is no pulse there is no circulat ion 
and therefore no opportunity for bruising to develop. 
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Petechial haem orrhages caused by vigorous and prolonged CPR? 
This alternat ive to an asphyxial cause was reinforced by the evidence of Rev M and 
the paramedics that  they did not  see any sign of petechial haem orrhage.  I t  is f irst  
noted at  post  mortem. Both Dr Lawler and Dr Cary agreed that  petechial 
haemorrhage will develop at  the t ime of the event  causing them and will be 
present  almost  immediately but  m ay not  be visible due to the t issue congest ion 
that  occurs with the process. Dr Cary explained that  the process of congest ion 
involves blood vessels get t ing “gum med up”  with blood and the face becomes red 
( the defendant  described Lucy’s face as being purple in colour) . After death, the 
blood drains away due to hypostasis. The face becomes pale and the petechial 
haemorrhages can be seen more easily. 
 
 
6 . Concluding Rem arks 
 
 
The Crown’s case was very simple.  The defendant  lost  her temper with Lucy that  
afternoon.  Evidence emerged that  she was not  being easy that  day.  I t  was the 
first  day in a very long period of t ime that  the defendant  had had to manage any 
of her children alone. However, as with so many of these cases, the real reason 
behind what  happened may never be known. 
 
After inflict ing these injuries, including the fatal ones, it  was the Crown’s case that , 
before she telephoned Rev M, the defendant  took the t ime to arrange Lucy’s body 
in order to m im ic the circumstances of Harley’s death, ie laying her face down in 
an apparent ly undisturbed bed as if she had died in her sleep.  This was supported 
by her comments to Rev M “ I t ’s happened again.  Just  like Harley”  and to hospital 
staff, “ I  went  up to check on her and found her face down on the pillow in the 
sam e place as the baby, in the sam e situat ion. Only he had St reptococci chest  
infect ion” . Rather chillingly, the defendant  asked the telling and significant  
quest ion of the doctors, “Has she got  any other injuries?  What about  her back?”  
Clear ly she knew how much st rength she had used to hold Lucy face down into the 
pillow as she st ruggled and fought . 
 
For the removal of any doubt , Professor Risdon deferred to the opinion of 
Professor Klein as to the significance of the m icrobiological pathology and was 
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delighted to revert  to his or iginal, and correct , opinion that  the cause of death was 
imposed upper respiratory asphyxia. 
 
Lesley Dunford was convicted of the manslaughter of her daughter Lucy.  She was 
sentenced to seven years impr isonm ent . Following this convict ion, the 
circumstances surrounding the death of Harley were reviewed and the cause of 
death revised to “death unascertained” . 
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Severe Child Physical Abuse:  A Psychological Research 
Agenda  
 
 
Tara Dickens and Jane W ood, Cent re of Research and Educat ion in Forensic 
Psychology (CORE-FP) , School of Psychology, University of Kent .  
 
 
 
Abstract  
 
Severe child physical abuse is considered more prevalent  than stat ist ics indicate, 
at  least  1-2 children are documented to die at  the hands of a parent / carer each 
week in the UK.  Records indicate that  approxim ately 60%  of these offenders are 
male (Sidebotham , Brandon, Bailey & Belderson, 2011;  Sinal et  al, 2000) .  
Children liv ing with unrelated males are more than 50 t imes more likely to die 
than those who reside with both biological parents (Missouri, Schnitzer & 
Ewigman, 2005) .  A paucity of research exists to understand the psychological 
pathways of these male offenders.  This art icle suggests a psychological agenda to 
examine the pathways of these perpet rators.  Discussion focuses on the value of 
examining specifically the belief systems (cognit ive distort ions) ;  personality t raits;  
impulsiv ity;  self-esteem;  empathy and at tachment  styles of this offender group. 
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1 . Defining the Problem   
 
 
Child m alt reatment  f its generally into a few broad categories including:  physical 
abuse;  sexual abuse;  neglect  and psychological abuse and within each of these 
categories medical staff;  social workers;  legislat ive providers;  educat ion providers;  
police and public opinion all offer differ ing definit ions and percept ions.  Although 
there has been a growth of research into general child malt reatment , current ly, 
there is a paucity of academic research regarding the psychological character ist ics 
of offenders who seriously physically abuse, seriously injure or kill children.  
 
I n 1962, a group of paediat r icians in the United states, after a yearlong review of 
hospital cases, formally ident if ied the concept  of ‘the bat tered child syndrome’ 
(Kemp, Silverman, Steele, Droegemueller & Silver, 1962) .  For the first  t ime the 
prolonged serious physical abuse of children, was recognised as a ‘clinical 
condit ion in young children’ (p.154) .   The characterist ics of this syndrome are 
evident  in both the catalogue and type of injur ies to the child, explained by Kemp 
et  al as ‘any  fracture of the bone, subdural hem atom a, failure to thrive, soft  
t issues swellings or skin bruising’ (p. 143) ,  This definit ion rem ains potent ially the 
most  useful for research.  Their recognit ion of the ‘bat tered child syndrome’ came 
from a nat ional review of hospital data conducted over a one year period.  A total 
of 71 hospitals responded to their request  and 302 cases were found to match 
these criter ia. 33 children had died and 85 suffered permanent brain damage.  To 
further support  this finding they gathered data from 77 dist r ict  at torneys who 
reported 447 such cases, also within a one year per iod (Kempe et  al, 1962) .   
 
2 . The Extent  of the Problem  
 
 
Gauging the full extent  of child physical abuse is not  easy since general stat ist ical 
reviews show considerable var iat ion in their assessment  of the issue. I ndeed, in a 
review of 28 studies examining the t rue size of the issue the NSPCC (2010)  found 
significant  inconsistencies amongst  stat ist ics on child physical abuse.  I n 2011 the 
NSPCC went  on to ident ify that  in the UK alone 1-2 children are killed per week at  
the hands of a carer or parent  and 100-200 ser ious case reviews are carr ied out  
annually into the unexpected death of a child.  The childhood experience of 
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physical v iolence varied from 1.8 per cent  to 34 per cent .  Nonetheless, there is a 
generally accepted and understood gap between cases that  come to the at tent ion 
of authorit ies and cases that  remain hidden (NSPCC, 2010) .   
 
Research from the United States also provides support  for a lack of knowledge of 
this offence.  The nat ional child abuse and neglect  data system shows in 2005 
around 1,530 children died from injur ies result ing from abuse or neglect , 78%  of 
these children, injured in the same year, were under the age of four years 
(Walker, 2010) .  However, a study of 267 abused and neglected fam ilies found 
that  only 25%  had come to the at tent ion of any professional agency (Anderson, 
Ambrosino, Valent ine & Lauderdale 1983) .  This supports the NSPCC’s (2010)  
argument  that  child physical abuse is a global problem crossing cultural 
boundaries which current ly lacks any real theoret ical explanat ion. 
 
I n the cases of severe physical abuse, the age of the vict im  is a dist inct ive factor, 
which different iates this offender from other v iolent  offenders.  Children can be 
easily accessed by offenders under the guise of step parent , babysit ter, biological 
parent , foster or adopt ive parent , boyfr iend and fam ily fr iend.  Also, in many cases 
the offences are easy to conceal since many vict ims are very young and do not  go 
to school or at tend other act iv it ies, where their  absence could be noted.  Their  
total reliance on adult  carers exacerbates their vulnerability as they lack both the 
capability and/ or knowledge to seek medical at tent ion and can be hidden when 
injured.  They often only come to the at tent ion of authorit ies when the situat ion 
escalates;  result ing in death or very serious harm.  I n short , v ict ims are 
vulnerable, often dependent  on those who are physically abusing them and may 
easily be hidden.  
 
 
3 . W hy W e Need to Understand More about  Male Offenders 
 
 
Both men and women are involved in the severe physical abuse and subsequent 
death of children.  Research has examined female offenders more often than it  has 
male offenders (Walker, 2010) .  For example, a review conducted by Porter & 
Gavin (2010)  analysed a 40 year period of child deaths by female offenders. 
Findings showed significant  differences between types of baby deaths, which the 
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authors argued could impact  on how offenders are ident if ied and managed.  
However, the research focus on female perpet rators is not  j ust if ied since the 
majority of offences are commit ted by men. For instance, a review of four years of 
serious case review data on fatal child malt reatment  from 2005 – 2009 found that  
24%  of child deaths occurred as a result  of physical abuse and 60%  of the 
offenders were male (Sidebotham, Brandon, Bailey & Belderson, 2011) .  The 
review ident if ied 11.2%  of deaths by ‘overt / deliberate homicide’ with male 
offenders responsible in 67.7%  of cases.  I n cases of death where women were 
responsible this was generally through ext reme neglect  (75%  female) .  Cases of 
severe physical assault  result ing in death affected the under 5 year old age group 
with the ‘father or father figure m ost often im plicated in these assaults’ (p.17) .  I n 
addit ion, at  least  72%  of the assaults reviewed had characterist ics sim ilar to those 
ident if ied by Kempe et  al (1962)  – such as:   
 
‘Non-accidental head injuries, including both skull fractures and int ra-cranial 
haem orrhages…..m any had m ult iple associated injuries including one spinal 
injury and four of fatal abdom inal injuries’ (p.12) .   
 
Sidebotham et  al (2011)  ident if ied five differ ing ‘offence types’ of fatal child 
malt reatment  including:  severe physical assaults;  covert  hom icide/ infant icide;  
deliberate/ overt  hom icide;  ext reme neglect / deprivat ion abuse and deaths related 
to, but  not  direct ly caused by, malt reatm ent .  Sidebotham (2011)  proposed that  
the difference in sub type of offence suggests differences in both vict im  and 
perpet rator characterist ics alongside differ ing intent ions of the offender.  The 
different  offending methodologies present  within and between offence 
categorisat ion, st rongly suggests that  offenders may have therefore have different  
psychological profiles.   
 
Sinal,  Pet ree, Herman-Giddens, Rogers, Enand & DuRant ’s (2000)  ret rospect ive 
review of medical records also supports a greater focus on male perpet rators.  
Their findings showed that  44%  of offenders were fathers and 20%  boyfr iends 
whereas only 7%  of mothers were involved. Guterman and Lee (2005)  argue that  
as Mothers historically have carr ied out  pr imary car ing responsibilit ies these 
stat ist ics are concerning.  Belsky (1993)  suggested that  fathers ‘m ay be m ore 
likely to abuse….. When exam ined from  the rates of opportunity ’ (p.414) . This 
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suggests that  the role of fathers needs more research at tent ion than it  has had to 
date.  
 
I n Missouri, Schnitzer and Ewigman (2005)  reviewed all child deaths over an 8 
year period that  resulted from inflicted injuries and found that  children liv ing with 
unrelated adults were nearly 50 t imes as likely to die of inflicted injuries as 
children liv ing with both biological parents.  Households containing an unrelated 
adult  found that  in 83.9%  of these cases the unrelated adult  was the offender.  
Clear ly, greater clar ity is needed regarding offender types and the associated 
psychological pathways that  they follow.  By ident ify ing the psychological 
pathways, and associated key personality factors related to this type of offender 
we will understand more about  the r isk factors associated with these offences.  
Simply, a mother with postnatal depression suffocat ing her crying baby is likely to 
present  with markedly differ ing offending characterist ics to a father (biological or 
non-biological)  who systemat ically causes serious physical harm over a period of 
months.    
 
These offenders hold unique challenges to professionals involved in any 
invest igat ion.  Young children are unable to art iculate their  experience or are 
fearful to do so. The abuse usually occurs in pr ivate so there is can be an absence 
of independent  evidence available to account  for injuries.  This leaves 
professionals reliant  on medical evidence or carers’ explanat ions (who most  often 
are the offenders) .  A frequent  characterist ic of these cases is the cont radict ion 
between the explanat ion provided by the carers/ parents of how the injury occurred 
and the account  suggested by medical evidence.   
 
The second execut ive summary of the Baby Peter serious case review (2009)  
highlighted a failure by professionals to challenge the parents and ident if ied that  
‘the uncooperat ive, ant i- social and even dangerous parent / carer is the m ost 
difficult  challenge for safeguarding and child protect ion services’ (p.24) .  They 
ident if ied character ist ics of the parent / carer as ‘superficially com pliant ’, ‘evasive’, 
‘deceit ful’, ‘m anipulat ive’, and ‘unt ruthful’ causing immense diff iculty for  
pract it ioners in the field to different iate them from most  of the parents they deal 
with who are often ‘dysfunct ional’, ‘anxious’ and ‘am bivalent ’ (p. 24) .  The Serious 
case review supports the view that  these cases are more prevalent  than just  those 
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which come to the at tent ion of professionals.  This also provides further evidence 
that  professionals are dealing with different  offence and offender presentat ions. 
Kemp et  al’s (1962)  research looked to explain the ‘bat tered child syndrome’ 
primar ily through psychological characterist ics of the offender.  Kemp and 
colleagues ident if ied in their review that  different  offender types emerged within 
the severe child abuse such as those with psychosis (where murder was the 
outcome) ;  those holding inappropr iate fantasies of harm ing children (but  sought  
help)  and those who had a history of m ild to serious harm to children.  This was 
crit icised for not  acknowledging the cont r ibut ion and importance of external 
aet iological r isk factors, such as fam ily, community and cultural influences (Belsky, 
1980, 1993)  and this led subsequent  research to focus more on these factors.  
However, it  is now generally recognised that  proposed psychological models 
require acknowledgm ent  of external influences.  Such influences form  a crit ical 
part  of understanding the processes that  leads to child physical abuse (Belsky, 
1980;  Cicchet t i &Rizley, 1981)  and so psychological explorat ions of this topic need 
to be conducted against  this background.    
 
 
4 . I m portant  Factors in Serious Child Physical Abuse 
 
 
Many researchers have studied which factors cont r ibute towards child 
malt reatment .  Although no clear recognit ion of differ ing psychological pathways 
exists, there has been significant  and relevant  progress in ident ify ing cr it ical 
cont r ibutory aet iological factors.  For instance, Belsky (1980)  developed a 
dichotomy of theoret ical research into an ecological framework.  He organised 
previously ident if ied factors into a theoret ical st ructure which could exam ine how 
they interacted with one another.  The framework included factors relevant  to the 
indiv idual (ontogenic development) ;  the fam ily (m icrosystem) ;  the community 
(exosystem)  and the culture (macrosystem) . 
 
Typical factors relevant  to the indiv idual offender (ontogenic)  include the 
offender’s child hood experiences such as their socialisat ion, experience of 
violence, exper ience in car ing for children, knowledge of child development  and 
parental reject ion (Belsky, 1980) .  However, this st ill leaves problems with making 
generalisat ions, since not  all children who were abused grow up to abuse.  I n 
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addit ion, although Kempe et  al considered psychiat r ic illness to be a relevant  
indiv idual factor, research has established that  only a small number of those who 
malt reat  children present  with psychiat r ic morbidity or personality disorders (Azar, 
2002) . 
 
Factors relevant  to the fam ily (m icrosystem)  can include, for example, parental 
characterist ics, children with part icular needs (e.g. born prematurely and child 
temperament)  and interact ions between various fam ily members (Burgess & 
Conger, 1978) , st ress, dynam ics of parental relat ionships, parental employment , 
and financial secur ity (Belsky, 1980) .  However, what  seems clear and is in need 
of closer examinat ion is that  no factor exam ined in isolat ion is able to offer a 
comprehensive explanat ion of child malt reatment , since there is likely to be an 
interact ion between all factors.   
 
The factors so far ident if ied within comm unity influences (exosystem)  include a 
lack of social support  and social isolat ion (Milner, 1994) , neighbourhood influences 
(Belsky, 1980)  and work/ job impact .  This does not  propose that  being socially 
isolated leads to an increased r isk of child malt reatment , but  it  is acknowledged as 
a factor that  probably works in tangent  with others.  Factors relevant  to the 
culture (macrosystem)  include at t itudes to violence, at t itudes to the law and 
cultural norms regarding children and discipline.  
 
Whilst  formal acknowledgement  of the diverse factors that  interplay and cont r ibute 
to child malt reatment  is im portant , it  can be argued that  those who severely 
physically abuse children are an important  subgroup who warrant  indiv idual 
at tent ion.  I n account ing for the difference in t ypes of physical abuse Azar (2002)  
argued that  the ‘m ore severe form s of abuse m ay need to be dist inguished from 
less severe forms’ (p.368)  so that  (potent ially lim ited)  resources may be targeted 
more effect ively.  However, current ly, we have no clearly ident ified psychological 
pathways that  can be used to different iate these offenders and their offence types, 
since in the research so far there has been a preference for developing more 
general theories of child malt reatment .  Nonetheless, given the severity of the 
offence it  would be beneficial to develop offender profiles that  ident ify key r isk 
factors for this group of offenders. 
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5 . A Psychology of Ser ious Physical Abuse against  Children 
 
 
I n understanding the subject  of severe physical assault  on children it  arguably falls 
outside the concept  of poor parent ing gone wrong.  Serious prolonged harm over a 
period of t ime, some of which presents as deliberate (e.g. cigaret te burns)  and 
severe harm to a vulnerable vict im , requires offence-specific understanding.  As 
such, a clearer understanding of the psychology that  underpins this offence is 
j ust if ied.  
 
Cognit ive distort ions 
General rehabilitat ion programs in pr isons and more recent  research in child 
malt reatment  generally (Milner, 1993)  have carefully considered offenders’ belief 
systems.  This approach focuses on the idea that  each offending group holds a 
‘distorted belief system ’ (cognit ive distort ions)  which are specific to their offending 
behaviour.  Cognit ive distort ions are current ly a key concept  in the management  
of offending behaviour.  For instance, research shows that  child molesters, rapists 
and violent  offenders all hold offence specific cognit ive distort ions (Milner & 
Webster, 2005) . For example, v iolent  offenders believe uniquely that  v iolence is 
normal and one must  beat  or be beaten (Polaschek, D.L.L, Calvert , S.W. & 
Gannon, T.A., 2008) . Sim ilar ly, those who sexually offend against  children hold 
unique beliefs that :  children are sexual beings;  children are not  harmed dur ing the 
offence;  they ( the offender)  is ent it led to behave as s/ he does;  the world is a 
dangerous place;  and they are unable to cont rol their behaviour (Marziano, Ward 
& Beech, 2006) .  Rapists believe sim ilar ly that  the world is a dangerous place;  that  
women are dangerous;  that  sex drives are not  cont rollable and that  women are 
sex objects (Polaschek & Gannon, 2004) . 
 
Personality, im pulsivit y, self-esteem  and em pathy 
The evidence demonst rat ing differ ing cognit ive distort ions amongst  offenders has 
not  yet  been examined in offenders who are seriously v iolent  to children.  What  is 
current ly known pr imar ily or iginates from studies of mothers or general child 
malt reatment , so it  is not  specific to this group (Walker, 2010) .  However, some 
common themes have emerged.  For example, personality factors such as I m pulse 
cont rol, low self-esteem  and im paired capacity for em pathy  are considered to be 
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relevant  (Fr iederick & Wheeler, 1982) .  Milner and Dopke (1997)  in their review of 
offender characterist ics within the physical abuse literature, further ident if ied 
themes such as an offender’s percept ions of child behaviour;  expectat ions of a 
child’s behaviour;  level of st ress/ dist ress;  negat ive affect iv ity (emot ional 
react iv it y) ;  isolat ion and loneliness;  problemat ic child-parent  interact ions and 
coping skills. Milner & Dopke (1997)  suggest  that  data from some case studies 
indicates that  a ‘serious psychopathology m ay be associated with very severe 
form s of child assault ’ (p.39) .   
 
Aggression and violence  
Violence is simply aggression where the goal is the cause of significant  harm  
(Anderson and Bushman, 2002) .  Definit ions of aggression remain relat ively 
consistent  among researchers in that  the behaviour is one with the intent ion of 
causing harm (Berkowitz, 1993) .  There is, however, a general consensus that  
aggression splits into two cognit ive processes ident if iable by dist inct ly differ ing 
mot ivat ional factors (Geen & Donnerstein, 1998) .  This is important  to 
acknowledge when invest igat ing child death, as this potent ially indicates 
different ial offender profiles. Host ile aggression is generally considered react ive 
and mot ivated by anger.  I t  is often perceived as react ing to some provocat ion 
result ing in an object ive of harm ing the person (Anderson & Bushman, 2002) .  I n 
this form  of aggression the aggressor is likely to exper ience high levels of 
emot ions and to interpret  the behaviour of others as host ile – even when they are 
not . I n turn, these emot ional exper iences and percept ions of host ility are likely to 
lead to im pulsive violence. 
 
Where the goal in host ile aggression is pr im arily to harm  the target , the mot ive for 
inst rumental aggression is considered to be more pre mediated and planned 
aggression and so stems from different  goals (Anderson & Bushman, 2002) . For 
example, in the severe physical abuse group, shaking a baby for crying may cause 
serious injur ies as a result  of an impulsive act ion out  of anger/ frust rat ion and is 
likely to include a high level of emot ional input .  Alternat ively, injuries that  appear 
planned or calculated in nature, such as burns, m ay  be more indicat ive of some 
form  of inst rumental aggression that  stems from underly ing and deep- rooted 
resentments.  For example, since non-biological males are frequent  perpet rators 
within this offence, their mot ives may be linked to a dislike of the biological father 
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or a dislike of shar ing the at tent ions of the mother with her child.  There may also 
be a small percentage of offences that  stem from sadist ic v iolence (Baumeister & 
Campbell, 1999) .   
 
Tuvblad, Raine, Zheng & Baker (2009)  argue that  the evidence to support  
different iat ing between inst rumental and host ile aggression is valid since host ile 
aggression is associated with ‘physical abuse, peer reject ion, vict im isat ion, 
internalising problem s and dat ing violence’ and inst rumental aggression is 
associated with ‘psychopathic like t raits, leadership qualit ies, sense of humour and 
later delinquent  behaviour’ (p.2) .  With a lack of clar ity regarding mot ivat ional 
influences for the severe physical abuse group, any model of explanat ion, needs to 
be able to accommodate different  mot ivat ional influences. However, a paucity of 
research regarding the role of host ile or inst rumental aggression in physical 
assaults on children presents a challenge to pract it ioners.  Although inst rumental 
and host ile aggression may result  in sim ilar outcomes – a severely injured child – 
the mot ives that  underlie the event  may differ.  Consequent ly, we need to 
understand more about  the mot ives that  underlie child physical abuse.   
 
 
6 . A Research Agenda: Developing a Psychological Model of Child  
Physical Abuse 
 
 
With 1-2 children dying in the UK each week at  the hands of a parent  or carer 
(Sidebotham, 2009)  the majority of which are fathers or a father f igure, a more in-
depth understanding of offenders aligned with their  specific offence pat terns is 
vital.  First  it  is needed to assist  in the organisat ion and pr ior it isat ion of relevant  
aet iological factors, pert inent  to each offending pat tern.  This is because it  is 
important  that  any invest igat ion has some understanding regarding offender 
psychology and the potent ial differences between offending types. Second it  is 
needed to allow for the psychological pathways, relevant  to the offending 
behaviours within the severe physical abuse group, to be ident if ied and injected 
into t reatment  plans for these offenders.   
 
The influence of cognit ive distort ions within offender psychopathology does not  
stand alone. The offender’s abilit y to empathise and process social informat ion is 
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arguably interdependent  with cognit ive distort ions (Blake & Gannon, 2008)  and 
any comprehensive invest igat ion of the offending psychological pathway would 
benefit  from involving an examinat ion of all three.  Research examining sex 
offenders, violent  offenders and rapists also indicate differences between offender 
groups in their empathy levels (Marshall & Marshall, 2011) .  Encoding errors in 
social processing (accurate interpretat ion of social cues) , along with host ile 
at t r ibut ion biases (at t r ibut ing host ilit y where none is present )  can lead to 
‘impulsive or host ile aggression’ (Coccaro, Noblet t  & McCloskey, 2009) .  
 
Key personality factors such as self-esteem and at tachment styles have been 
debated as relevant  to violent  offending behaviour and arguably, interact  with the 
cognit ive processes.  Tradit ionally, for a number of years there was an assumpt ion 
and belief that  low self-esteem was associated with v iolent  behaviour (Salm ivalli,  
2001;  Walker & Bright , 2009;  Ost rowsky, 2010) .  However, it  has been proposed 
that  more ext reme levels of aggression may be associated with unstable/ high self-
esteem due to narcissist ic personalit y (Wink, 1991) .  St ith Liu, Davies, Boykin, 
Elder, Harr is & Dees (2009)  ident if ied a significant  link between low self-esteem 
and child abuse, whilst  other studies have found quite the opposite.  For example, 
Salm ivalli (2001)  found those likely to demonst rate violence to others had a high 
self-Esteem ( in Ost rowsley, 2010) . 
 
General Child physical abuse research (not  specific to the severe physical abuse 
group)  has concluded that  low self-esteem is associated with child m alt reatment .  
Baumeister & Boden (1998)  in cont r ibut ing to the debate, suggest  that  whilst  self-
esteem is not  always measured with standardised processes, low self-esteem is 
likely to be evident  in situat ions of domest ic abuse (partner) , as it  is character ised 
by a vulnerable and weak vict im .   
 
Research supports the view that  high self-esteem is not  direct ly related to 
aggression but  modified by the level of ego threat  and a need to protect  the 
favourable view of themselves when under threat  (Baumeister & Boden, 1998) .  
For example, another man’s child or a perceived defiant  child m ay be perceived as 
an ego threat .  These findings may be more relevant  to some offenders within the 
severe physical abuse group and between offending types.  With that  as a 
considerat ion, it  may offer some explanat ion regarding shared r isk factors with 
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domest ic v iolence offenders. 
 
Slep & O’Leary (2005)  argue that  the r isk factors associated with partner and child 
abuse have a co-occurrence rate of 40% .  They explain that  the paucity of 
research in child physical abuse literature provides lim itat ions to different iat ing 
what  is unique to both partner and child v iolence.  Whilst  domest ic abuse research 
focuses on the aggression of men, child physical abuse focuses on poor parent ing 
mainly of mothers and this therefore lim its an integrated explanat ion of fam ily 
violence.  They argue that  more research at tent ion to fathers who abuse their 
children, would progress the understanding of shared r isk factors with domest ic 
abuse generally and rebalance the gender distort ion between academic 
invest igat ions.   
 
This is supported by Sidebotham’s (2011)  review that  proposes some but  not  all 
serious physical abuse of children can be associated with domest ic abuse.  They 
share some common characterist ics, which include the target ing of vulnerable 
vict ims and cont rolling offender behaviour.  An examinat ion of domest ic abuse 
perpet rator characterist ics ident if ied ‘low self-esteem ;  feelings of powerlessness 
originat ing outside the relat ionship;  pathological j ealousy;  ant i-social personality 
disorders;  childhood exposure to violence and learned aggression in childhood’ 
(Krahe, 2001, p.167) .  I n the context  of current  findings it  is evident  that  domest ic 
abuse and child physical abuse could be independent  of one another.  
 
Another relevant  aspect  of offender personality is their at tachment  style e.g. how 
they relate to others, which includes how they view themselves. The importance of 
at tachment  theory and its likely relat ionship to offending was ident if ied as early as 
the 1940s by John Bowlby.  I n 1944 after the study of 47 young offenders, he 
ident if ied that  those with insecure at tachment  style can lead to affect ionless 
psychopathy.  Affect ionless psychopathy is defined as “a lack of concern for 
others, and an inabilit y to form  relat ionships”  (Ansbro, 2008, p.234) .   
 
The characterist ics of dysfunct ional at tachment  styles have been found evident  in 
studies of violent  offenders and child sex offenders (Wood & Riggs, 2009) .  Violent  
offenders most  commonly have demonst rated a ‘dism issive avoidant ’ at tachment  
style, character ised by a posit ive view of themselves, and a negat ive view of 
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others.  They often avoid close relat ionships prefer independence and do not  value 
acceptance of others (Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991;  Ward, Hudson & Marshall,  
1996) .   
 
I n cont rast , offenders who sexually harm  children (who share the same vict im  
target , as the severe physical abuse group)  demonst rate either fearful avoidant  or 
preoccupied at tachment  sty les (Wood & Riggs, 2009) . Character ised as a negat ive 
view of themselves and either needing approval of others (preoccupied)  or viewing 
others as reject ing int im acy ( fearful avoidant ) , (Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991) .  
Both offender types demonst rate differences in the relat ionship format ion with 
others.  I t  is current ly unknown where the severe physical abuse group sit  within 
this theoret ical proposit ion, but  is an area worthy of explorat ion. 
 
I n summary, the role that  fathers or father figures play in severe physical abuse of 
children is significant  and worthy of exam inat ion.  Stat ist ically they are the largest  
offending group within child death (except  ext reme neglect )  and the evidence 
supports the view that  different  offender profiles may be evident  within these 
violent  offenders.  An understanding of the key psychological pathways involved 
examining cognit ive distort ions, empathy and social processing bias, will offer 
some determ inat ion of who they are and how they think. Such understanding, 
including the influence of key personality factors, such as their self-esteem and 
at tachment  style will benefit  front  line pract it ioners in ident ify ing, invest igat ing 
and managing these part icular offenders. 
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Abstract  
This study aimed to examine the co-occurrence of known r isk indicators for int ra-
fam ilial child death, to ident ify any themes which may exist .  Data consisted of 100 
child int ra- fam ilial deaths recorded by Police forces in England and Wales from 
2006-2012. Categorical pr incipal component  analysis was used to assess 
relat ionships between 10 r isk factors for int ra- fam ilial child death,  result ing in the 
creat ion of four r isk condit ions, represent ing themes drawn from the literature, 
‘abusive and unstable co-parent ing’, ‘mult iple parent  st ressors’, ‘parental social 
issues’ and ‘neglect ful parent ing’. I mplicat ions for police pract ice and r isk 
management  st rategies are discussed. 
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1 . Literature Review   
 
 
The United Nat ions Convent ion on the Rights of the Child (1989:  Art icle 1)  defines 
a child as any indiv idual below 18 years of age. Using this definit ion, f igures from  
England and Wales suggest  that  a fam ily member is the pr imary suspect  in two 
thirds of all cases involving the death of a child at  the hands of another (Office for 
Nat ional Stat ist ics:  ONS, 2013) . Although there have been successful efforts to 
ident ify indiv idual factors which increase a child’s r isk of death within the home 
(Haapasalo & Petäjä, 1999) , only a marginal number of studies have at tempted to 
dist inguish co-occurr ing factors that  could result  in more effect ive ident if icat ion of 
those at - r isk (Brandon, 2009) . 
 
I nt ra- fam ilial child deaths are regarded within this study as those were a fam ily 
member has caused the death of a child through crim inal act ivity (Mayes et  al.,  
2010) . This includes occasions where the crim inal act iv ity was a direct  cause of 
death (Haapasalo & Petaäjä, 1999) , where a number of aggravat ing factors rather 
than a single act  has cont r ibuted to the death ( i.e. physical abuse) , or where there 
has been a lack of act ions to prevent  the child’s death ( i.e. neglect ;  Marshall,  
2012) . Research suggests a var iety of precipitat ing factors (Palermo, 2002)  related 
to vict im  and offender characterist ics as well as, context  specific features that  
increase the likelihood of int ra- fam ilial child death (Marshall, 2012) .  
 
Vict im  characterist ics  
Research indicates that  children face different  r isk levels at  varying ages, defined 
by the developmental stages of childhood (Crit tenden & Craig, 1990) . Children 
below 5 years of age have consistent ly been found to face an elevated r isk of 
death (Finkelhor & Ormerod, 2001;  Marks & Kumar, 1996) . Children under 2 years 
(Lawrence, 2004) , especially those below 12 months old (Brown & Lynch, 1995) , 
are reported to be most  at - r isk due to their physiological vulnerabilit ies, and 
dependence on parents (Mayes et  al., 2010) . Deaths amongst  children aged 0-5 
years are associated with parental st ress, with the most  likely cause of death, 
asphyxiat ion (Cavanagh, Dobash & Dobash, 2007) , neglect  (Silverman & Kennedy, 
1988) , and shaken-baby syndrome where the violent  shaking of the child causes 
head injur ies (St roud, 2008) .  
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Children between 6 and 12 years old are less frequent  vict ims of int ra- fam ilial child 
death, possibly linked to the outgrowing of characterist ics that  make younger 
children vulnerable (Finkelhor & Ormerod, 2001) . Stabbings and beat ings are 
common causes of death in children of this age and are found in cases of fam ilicide 
(Hat ters-Freidman, Hrouda, Holden, Noffsinger & Resnick, 2005)  were a male 
offender (Leveillee et  al. , 2005) , k ills one or more children, their partner or ex-
partner and often then themselves (Wilczynski, 1997) . Fam ilicide is often t r iggered 
by st ressors unrelated to the child, and m ore likely associated with financial st ress 
and the breakdown of an offender’s relat ionship (Hat ters-Freidman et  al., 2005) .  
Those aged 13 to 17 years are the least  likely v ict ims of int ra- fam ilial child death, 
indicat ing decreasing r isk levels with increasing age (Hat ters-Freidman et  al., 
2005) . This group are most  at - r isk of ser ious violent  assaults (Fat tore & Lawrence, 
2002)  including those involving a weapon (Briggs & Cut r ight , 1994) . Deaths are 
often caused alongside sexual assaults (Donnelly, Cum ines & Wilczynski, 2001)  
and parental mental health issues (Marks & Kumar, 1996) .  
 
Gender has also been the subject  of much research, with some claim ing that  male 
children face a higher r isk of int ra- fam ilial child death (Daly & Wilson, 1988) . 
However, the vast  amount  of studies have found no gender differences (Lucas, 
Wezner, Milner, McCanne & Harris, 2002;  De Silva & Oates, 1993) .   
 
Offender characterist ics of int ra- fam ilial child hom icide 
The gender of the offender has been found to be a r isk factor (Overpeck, Brenner, 
Trumble, Tr if ilet t i & Berendes, 1998) , with sim ilar pat terns of filicide ( i.e. the 
killing of a child by a parent , Liem & Koenraadt , 2008) . Mothers, fathers and step-
parents have been reported the most  likely offenders of int ra- fam ilial child death 
(Cavanagh et  al. , 2007) . Some suggest  that  maternal and paternal f ilicide 
occurrence is approximately equal (Bourget , Grace & Whitehurst , 2007) , but  the 
majority have found fathers (Putkonen et  al. , 2010;  Bennet t  et  al., 2006)  then 
step- fathers (Cavanagh et  al. , 2007)  as the most  common offenders, m irror ing 
typical gendered homicide pat terns (Somander & Rammer, 1991) . St ress is cited 
as a reason for the infrequent  involvement  of fathers in the deaths of very young 
children, as they often lack parent ing and coping skills to deal with neonates 
(Cavanagh et  al. , 2007) . Fathers are more likely to offend against  older children 
(Bourget & Gagńe, 2005), which often occurs in the context of familicides 
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(Hat ters-Freidman et  al.,  2005) , linking with mental disturbance in other cases 
(Fat tore & Lawrence, 2002) . However, mothers are often over- represented in 
cases involving the deaths of very young children (Kunz & Bahr, 1996, Sorensen & 
Peterson, 1994) , which is arguably linked to increased opportunit ies to commit  
such offences as primary caregivers (Haapasalo & Petäjä, 1999) . Post -natal 
depression, a st ressor unique to mothers, is often a feature in such cases, with 
mothers more vulnerable to mental illness during pregnancy and early childhood 
(Jennings, Ross, Popper & Elmore, 1999) .  
 
Parental mental health issues is a known r isk factor for int ra- fam ilial child death 
(Bourget  & Gagńe, 2005; Karakus, Ince & Ince, 2003) and is estimated to be 
present  in around one quarter (Webb, Pickles, Appleby, Mortensen & Abel, 2007)   
to one third of all cases (Dolan, Guly, Woods & Fulham, 2003) . Child abuse and 
neglect  literature cites drug and alcohol abuse as commonly co-occurr ing alongside 
parental psychiat r ic disturbance (Wells, 2009) . Furthermore, drug and alcohol 
abuse has been found to increase likelihood for child malt reatment  (Barth, Gibbons 
& Guo, 2006)  and increase the r isk of child death threefold (Chaffin, Kelleher & 
Hollenberg, 1996) .  
  
Although fatal abuse can be linked to a singular  isolated event  (Janson, 2005) , 
sustained per iods of abuse ( i.e. inflict ion of injury)  and neglect  ( i.e. failure to 
provide care)  are among the leading causes of int ra- fam ilial child death 
(Haapasalo & Petäjä, 1999) . Previous abuse of a child is most  common in the 
histor ies of male offenders and is one of the most  significant  indicators of 
increased r isk to a child’s life (St rang, 1995) . I t  is est imated that  at  least  10%  of 
all deaths classif ied as sudden infant  death syndrome ( i.e. sudden unexpected, 
unexplained death of a child)  are actually caused by abuse or neglect  which is 
blamed on diff icult ies in establishing a cause of death in young children (Wolkind, 
Taylor, Waite, Dalton & Emery, 1993) .  
 
Child death caused by physical abuse often occurs in homes where other forms of 
int ra- fam ilial v iolence are present  (Jaffe, Campbell & Olszowsky, 2013;  McKibben, 
De Vos & Newberger, 1989) . There is a reported overlap between domest ic and 
child murders that  occur in the context  of drug or alcohol abuse, with males the 
most  likely offenders (Kantor & Lit t le, 2003) . Websdale’s (1999)  study of 83 child 
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homicide cases found male- to- female domest ic v iolence present in over half, and a 
history of child abuse was also prevalent , a f inding recent ly replicated in England 
and Wales by Brandon (2009) . Relat ionship breakdown is often a t r igger for both 
domest ic and child deaths (Liem & Koenraadt ’s, 2008) , and may increase the r isk 
when combined with parental substance abuse (Marleau, Poulin, Webanck, Roy 
and Laporte, 1999) , and mental health issues (Brandon, 2009) . 
 
Fam ily st ructure may also play an important  role (Wolfner & Gelles, 1993) . 
Parents, who are single, separated or divorced, may pose higher r isks to children 
(Daly & Wilson, 1985) . Young single mothers may have an elevated r isk (Dolan et  
al., 2003)  to young children (Bourget  et  al., 2007) , especially when combined with 
poor educat ion (Crit tenden & Craig, 1990)  and having mult iple children to mult iple 
partners (Overpeck et  al. , 1998) . Jaudes, Ekwo and Voorhis (1995) , and Zuravin 
(1991)  reported fam ily size as a r isk factor due to increased parental st ress 
associated with car ing for mult iple children. Parental st ress is also paradoxically 
cited as a specific reason for child death in single children fam ilies (Thompson & 
Wilson, 1989;  Jacquot  & Roberts, 1988) .  
 
Although a var iety of indiv idual r isk indicators for int ra- fam ilial child death have 
been ident if ied, only small num bers of studies have specifically explored co-
occurrence of r isk factors despite indicat ions from child malt reatment  literature 
suggest ing that  r isk increases when mult iple r isk factors are present  (Brown, 
Cohen, Johnson & Salzinger, 1998) . Explorat ion of factors that  are specifically 
predict ive of int ra- fam ilial child death is also lacking. A study in Aust ralia has had 
some success in developing a list  of indicators for child death, however, equivalent  
research based on a U.K. populat ion has not  been conducted (Jaffe et  al., 2013) .  
This paper was commissioned by the ACPO Homicide Working Group to gain a 
bet ter understanding of the vict ims and suspects in cases of int ra- fam ilial child 
hom icides and suspicious child deaths within England and Wales. This study will 
also explore the r isk condit ions under which int ra- fam ilial child death is more likely 
to occur.  
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2 . Method  
 
 
Data Collect ion 
The data used within this study consisted of case informat ion of 100 int ra- fam ilial 
child deaths recorded by police forces across England and Wales from 2006-2012 
using the Form 76 during the period of 01/ 01/ 2006 to 31/ 12/ 2012. Data was 
provided by The Homicide Working Group (HWG), an organisat ion that  invest igates 
all forms of hom icide and aims to develop knowledge in order to reduce its 
prevalence (HWG, 2013) . The data consisted of vict im  and suspect  background 
informat ion and some contextual informat ion surrounding the child’s death. Data 
from 27 of the 43 police forces across England and Wales were analysed within 
this work.  
 
Within this research the term  child hom icide refers to cases related to ‘unlawful 
killings’ including murder, manslaughter and causing or allowing the death of a 
child. The term  ‘suspicious deaths’ refers to cases were the actual cause of death 
could not  be at t r ibuted to a specific cr im inal act , but  included factors that  1)  may 
have cont r ibuted to the death or 2)  were a crim inal offence in their own r ight .  
Furthermore, the term  ‘suspects’ is used throughout  this report  due to 43%  of 
cases not  providing informat ion on the final outcome ( the case may st ill be on-
going /  m issing informat ion /  lack of update on outcome) . Also, the use of 
‘suspects’ allows those child hom icides and suspicious child deaths to be grouped 
together.  
 
All suspects within this report  are classed as ‘int ra- fam ilial suspects’ which, for  the 
purposes of this research, refers to a biological parent , step parent , adopted 
parent , fam ily member, legal guardian, carer or a resident  or  non- resident  partner 
of the vict ims carer or any indiv idual charged with having responsibilit y for the 
well-being of the child.  
 
Design 
The results are split  into two sect ions. The first  sect ion looks at  the descript ive 
informat ion of all 100 int ra- fam ilial cases. Part  two involved conduct ing a 
Categorical Pr incipal Component  Analysis (CATPCA)  to ident ify any themes in r isk 
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condit ions of int ra- fam ilial child deaths.  
 
Cases were content  analysed, ext ract ing informat ion relat ing to the vict im , suspect  
and context  specific characterist ics of the incident  i.e. r isk factors. Cases were 
coded using a dichotomous approach ( i.e. based on presence/ absence)  in order to 
reduce the potent ial of m issing data distort ing results and to ensure maximum  
reliability (Canter & I oannou, 2004) . To assess the reliability of the variables an 
independent  researcher coded their presence or absence in 10 randomly selected 
cases. This resulted in a Cohen’s Kappa of 0.806, significant  at  the p< 0.05 level,  
demonst rat ing an acceptable inter- rater reliability.  
 
 
3 . Analysis 1 : Descript ive I nform at ion  
 
 
Vict im  I nform at ion  
There were 110 vict ims across the 100 cases, 62 male (56.4% )  and 48 female 
(43.6% ) . The age of vict ims ranged between 0 months to 17 years of age (see 
Table 1) . The majorit y of v ict ims were under two years of age (68% )  with 
approximately half of the sample under one year (47% ) . I n over a third (37 of 
100) , the vict im  had at  least  one sibling. I n total, nine cases within the sample 
involved mult iple v ict ims. 
 
Table 1:  Vict im  ages by age group 
Age No. of vict im s %  of vict im s 
0-3 months 24 21.8 
4-6 months 13 11.8 
7-9 months 4 3.6 
10-12 months 11 10.0 
13 months-  2 years 23 20.9 
3-5 years 17 15.5 
6-12 years 8 7.3 
13-17 years 10 9.1 
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Cause of death 
Head injury was the largest  cause of death with around 20%  of deaths at t r ibuted 
to this cause (see Table 2) . A further 5 vict ims were found to have suffered RADI  
head injur ies. ‘Mult iple injur ies’ and ‘stab wounds’ were the next  most  common 
with each being a cause of death of around 1 in 10. 
 
Table 2:  Causes of death to v ict ims 
Cause of death No. of vict im s %  of vict im s 
Head injury  22 20.0 
Mult iple injur ies  14 12.7 
Stab wounds 12 10.9 
Asphyxiat ion 9 8.2 
St rangulat ion 8 7.3 
Smoke inhalat ion 5 4.5 
RADI *  head injury 5 4.5 
Overdose 3 2.7 
Drowned 3 2.7 
Poisoned  3 2.7 
I nternal injur ies 1 0.9 
Broken neck 1 0.9 
Back/ Spinal injury 1 0.9 
Dehydrat ion 1 0.9 
Exposure  1 0.9 
Unascertained 7 6.4 
Not  known 14  12.7 
* Rotat ional Accelerat ion Decelerat ion I m pact  I njuries ( injur ies to the head/ brain 
caused by shaking a young child)  
 
Previously known to social services 
From the 110 vict im s, 45 (40.9% )  were known to Social Services prior to their  
death. Nine (8.2% )  of these were subject  to a child protect ion plan, with a further 
8 (7.3% )  who had siblings subject  to a child protect ion plan.  
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Suspect  inform at ion  
There were 114 suspects in the 100 cases. 69 were male (60.5% )  and 45 were 
female (39.5% ) . Suspects were aged between 14 and 64 (see Table 3)  with an 
average age of 32 years (SD= 10.23) . Fathers were on average 35 years of age, 
whilst  mothers were 30 years of age at  the t ime of the incident .  
 
Table 3:  Suspects age by age group  
Age No. of suspects %  of suspects 
Under 20 9 7.9 
20-30 39 34.2 
31-40 42 36.8 
40-50 15 13.2 
Over 50 5 4.4 
Not  known 4 3.5 
 
Relat ionship to vict im  
Fathers were the principal suspect  in 42 cases followed closely by mothers in 39 
cases and together made up 71%  of suspects. Mothers’ partner/ step- father was 
recorded as the suspect  in around 13%  of cases (Table 4) .  
 
Table 4:  Suspects relat ionship to v ict im  
Relat ionship No. of suspects %  of suspects 
Father 42 36.8 
Mother 39 34.2 
Mothers partner/  Step father 15 13.2 
Child m inder/ carer 4 3.5 
Family acquaintance  3 2.6 
Brother 2 1.8 
Uncle/ Step uncle 2 1.8 
Grandmother 1 0.9 
Proposed adopt ive father 1 0.9 
Proposed adopt ive m other 1 0.9 
Partner of v ict ims sister 1 0.9 
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Ethnicity 
The majority of suspects were ident if ied as ‘White Northern European’ (67.5% ) . 
This f igure is below the nat ional average (80.5% )  (Office for Nat ional Stat ist ics, 
2011a)  and therefore indicates an overrepresentat ion of ethnic m inor it ies in the 
sample under study.  
 
Risk factors 
Thirty-eight  of the 114 suspects were ident if ied as having some form  of mental 
health condit ion (33.3% )  and in at  least  9 of these cases this informat ion was 
known by another indiv idual pr ior to the incident . I n two further cases it  was noted 
that  the suspect  had been ‘act ing st rangely’ in the days prior to the incident . 
Twenty- five of the 114 suspects (21.9% )  at tempted to comm it  suicide. Out  of 
these 25 indiv iduals, 11 (44% )  who at tempted suicide were successful.   
 
Around 30%  of suspects (35/ 114)  were recorded as having used illegal drugs or 
alcohol. However, it  is not  clear by the way in which the inform at ion was recorded 
which of these substances suspects had used and whether this was a factor in the 
commission incident  or a long-standing addict ion issue.  
 
Thirty-nine of the 114 suspects (34.2% )  were ident if ied as having comm it ted acts 
of domest ic abuse prior to the incident  or at  the t ime the incident  occurred. 
Around 20%  of suspects (22/ 114)  had a crim inal record pr ior to the incident  under 
study;  however, this informat ion was not  recorded in over half of cases (51% ) . 
Therefore, in the cases where this informat ion was recorded 43%  of suspects had 
a crim inal record.  
 
Children aged 2 years or younger 
There were 75 vict ims under two years of age, 39 male (52% )  and 36 female 
(48% ) , the most common cause of death was head injury (33% ) .  Around 40%  of 
these vict ims (29/ 75)  were known to social services at  the t ime of their death, 
with 6 of these children (8% )  subject  to a child protect ion plan. 
There were 84 suspects and of these 47 were male and 37 were female. The 
average age of suspects was 30 years (SD= 9.1) , a large proport ion of suspects 
were aged between 20-25 years of age (23.8% )  with those aged 31-35 (22.6% )  
the next  most  common age group.  
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Approximately 30%  of suspects (26/ 84)  had other children, 26.2%  had issues with 
illegal drug or alcohol abuse (22/ 84)  and one third had mental health issues 
(27/ 84) .  Out  of the 84 suspects, 14 (16.7% )  at tempted suicide with 8 (9.5% )  of 
those successful in their at tempts. Twenty- four of the 84 suspects were known to 
have perpet rated domest ic abuse either at  the t ime of the incident  or histor ically 
(28.6% ) , further to this 7 (8.3% )  had a history of v iolence against  children 
 
4 . Analysis 2 : Types of Risk Condit ions  
 
 
This sect ion involved conduct ing a Categorical Pr incipal Component  Analysis 
(CATPCA)  to ident ify any themes in r isk condit ions. I n order to run this analysis 
var iables that  occurred infrequent ly amongst  the data or were subject  to large 
amounts of m issing informat ion (e.g., informat ion on their cr im inal record)  were 
removed. This process resulted in the retent ion of 82 cases and 10 var iables 
representat ive of r isk factors for child death (see Table 5)  these factors were then 
subject  to CATPCA in order to cluster variables into more meaningful themes, 
named r isk condit ions (Field, 2013) . Cases involving mult iple vict ims were only 
included if all v ict im  ages in the case were within the same age category as 
defined by Cr it tenden and Craig (1990) .  
 
CATPCA is suitable for use in exploratory and confirmatory research (Field, 2013)  
using categor ical var iables ( i.e. present / absent) . The method ident if ies 
interrelat ing clusters of variables and works on the assumpt ion that  there are 
higher order themes ( i.e. components)  that  cause such observed pat terns between 
var iables (Field, 2013) . Variables that  relate highly often occur together in the 
subject  under study and are grouped by CATPCA to create clusters that  const itute 
indiv idual components (Dancey & Reidy, 2007) . Var iables are reduced into more 
meaningful themes (Joliffe, 2002) . Component  loadings, which are calculated as 
part  of the CATPCA output , indicate how much cont r ibut ion each variable makes to 
the overall factor (Field, 2013) . Factors with loadings above 0.4 were deemed 
acceptable for this study due to the small sample size and such scores were found 
to be significant  according to Pearson’s table (Stevens, 2002) .  
 
CATCPA for dimensions of child death 
CATPCA was conducted on the 10 var iables with factors perm it ted to load onto two 
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components in order to bet ter represent  t rends in int ra- fam ilial child death (Chu et  
al., 2012) . The r isk condit ions ( i.e. components)  created from this process each 
coincided with them es drawn from the literature. Component  scores for each 
condit ion were calculated by totalling the loading score for each significant ly 
loaded var iable within each component . Table 5 shows descript ive stat ist ics for the 
10 r isk factors for the 82 cases of int ra- fam ilial child death used for CATCPA. 
 
Table 5:  Risk factors for child death  
Variables  N  of cases %  
Only child 40 59 
Evidence of neglect  36 44 
Drug and or alcohol abuse 33 40 
Domest ic violence 28 34 
Mental health issues 28 34 
Single parent  22 27 
Poor liv ing condit ions 20 24 
Relat ionship breakdown 14 17 
More than 2 other children 13 16 
History of child abuse 12 15 
 
The CATPCA was conducted on 10 r isk factors for child death using var imax 
rotat ion, Bar let t ’s test  of sphericit y demonst rated that  correlat ions between 
variables were large enough for CATPCA (χ² (36)=63.13, p< 0.05) . 4. The CATPCA 
exposed four components that  explained 76.5%  of var iance and each factor had 
an eigenvalue greater than 1.0 (Kaiser, 1960)  indicat ing that  they all represented 
dist inct  types of r isk condit ions. The component  loadings following rotat ion suggest  
that  the first  cluster represents ‘abusive and unstable co-parent ing’,  cluster two 
represents ‘mult iple parental st ressors’, cluster three represents ‘neglect ful 
parent ing’ and the final cluster of var iables represents ‘parental social issues’.   
 
Table 6 highlights the r isk factors present  for the four groupings. For example, 
abusive and unstable co-parental households were likely to contain domest ic 
violence, history of child abuse and relat ionship breakdown. I n cont rast , this group 
were unlikely to be single parents and unlikely to have one child. Furthermore, 
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‘Mental health issues’ loaded onto both ‘mult iple parental st ressors’ and ‘neglect ful 
parent ing’, ‘single parent  household’ also loaded onto both ‘abusive and unstable 
co-parent ing’ and ‘mult iple parental st ressors’, and ‘only child’ also had significant  
loadings for both ‘abusive and unstable co-parent ing’ and ‘mult iple parental 
st ressors’. 
 
Table 6:  I nter-correlat ions for int ra- fam ilial child death r isk factors 
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                               Com ponent  loading score 
     
Eigenvalues 2.27 2.11 1.77 1.5 
Variance %  22.7 21.07 17.72 15 
Variables                                         
Mental health issues -0.28 0 .5 2 *  - 0 .5 8  0.33 
I llegal drug and/ or alcohol use 0.23 0 .4 6 *  -0.04 0 .8 2 *  
Domest ic violence 0 .8 7 *  -0.06 0.16 0 .4 1 *  
Relat ionship breakdown 0 .5 3 *  -0.29 -0.08 0.31 
History of child abuse  0 .5 8 *  0.04 -0.03 -0.2 
Evidence of neglect  -0.08 0 .4 6 *  0 .8 3 *  -0.09 
Poor liv ing condit ions -0.25 0.29 0 .7 6 *  0.25 
Single parent  - 0 .6 1 *  0 .4 *  -0.19 0.24 
More than two other children 0.36 0 .7 9 *  -0.32 -0.39 
Only child - 0 .4 4 *  - 0 .6 7 *  -0.05 0.37 
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5 . Discussion 
 
 
This paper was com missioned by the ACPO Hom icide Working Group to further 
understand vict ims and suspects in cases of child hom icide and suspicious child 
deaths within England and Wales. Analysis explored the types of child deaths 
reported, with exploratory r isk factor analysis conducted on int ra- fam ilial child 
deaths. 
 
Vict im  inform at ion  
When explor ing age, the majorit y of v ict ims within the sample were under two 
years of age, with approxim ately half of the sample under one year. Previous child 
death research has indicated that  there are different  levels of r isk faced by 
children of different  ages that  are associated with the varying developmental 
stages of childhood (Crit tenden & Craig, 1990;  Chirstoffel, 1984) . Children below 
five years are often found to be at  an elevated r isk of death caused by an int ra-
fam ilial offender (Finkelhor & Ormerod, 2001;  Marks & Kumar 1996)  with children 
under two years consistent ly found to be most  vulnerable (Lawrence, 2004;  Brown 
& Lynch, 1995)  as supported in this study. Stat ist ics suggest  that  those below one 
year are more at  r isk than any other single year age group and are seven t imes 
more likely to be killed by an int ra- fam ilial offender than older aged children 
(Office of Nat ional Stat ist ics 2013) .  
 
I t  has been suggested that  young aged children are part icular ly vulnerable due to 
their physiological vulnerabilit ies (Sm ithey, 1998) , total dependence on parents 
and inability to escape assaults (Brown & Lynch, 1995) . Other research also 
suggests that  the increased r isk of death amongst  this group can also be linked to 
a heightened r isk of post -natal depression amongst  mothers with young children 
(Jennings et  al. 1999) . Within the current  sample, at  least  one mother was known 
to have been suffering from post -natal depression at  the t ime of the offence, with 
an addit ional suspected case.  
 
Head injury was the most  common causes of death in the majorit y of years under 
study. The high rate of this type of injury is commonly found in deaths of children 
under the age of 2. This has been linked to the physiological vulnerability of the 
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head and brain in early life (Sm ithey, 1998) . Although some deaths within the 
sample may have been the result  of a single incident , act ion or outburst  of 
violence that  can make such deaths potent ially undetectable (Janson, 2005) , it  is 
imperat ive that  recommendat ions from reviews of such deaths are followed-up and 
that  research st r ives to improve intervent ion efforts.  
 
Suspect  inform at ion 
Childbirth stat ist ics from England and Wales have indicated that  the nat ional 
average age of fathers and mothers has increased in recent  years with fathers 
approximately 32.6 years of age and mothers 29.7 years of age when their  f irst  
child is born (Office for Nat ional Stat ist ics, 2011b) . I t  is, therefore, expected that  
suspects in cases involving the deaths of young children, ident if ied as the most  
likely v ict ims of these crimes, will be of these age ranges. This study found the 
average age of suspects to be 32, with fathers slight ly older than mothers.  
Research has indicated mothers as the most  likely offender in cases involving very 
young children (Sidebotham, Bailey, Belderson & Brandon, 2011) , whilst  fathers 
are most  likely offenders in toddler aged children (Wilczynski,  1997) . As a whole, 
fathers recorded a slight ly higher frequency as pr incipal suspect , compared to 
mothers in the current  study. However, parents (mother and father)  made up 71%  
of the suspects in int ra- fam ilial child deaths. The higher rate of male to females 
( i.e. father, mother’s partner, step father, adopt ive father)  in such cases of child 
hom icide and suspicious child death supports findings indicat ing males as the most 
common offenders (Putkonen et  al., 2010;  Cavannagh et  al. 2007;  Bennet t  et  al.  
2006;  Schnitzer & Ewigm an, 2005;  Fornes, Druilne & Lecomte, 1995) , therefore, 
m irroring typical hom icide pat terns (Marks & Kumar, 1996;  Som ander & Rammer, 
1991) . Results regarding the overrepresentat ion of ethnic m inor it ies in the sample 
under study may be explained by language, social and cultural barr iers reported 
by previous studies (US Department  of Health and Human Services, 2013) .  
 
This paper ident if ied that  a third of suspects had evidence of some form  of mental 
health condit ion, with around 24%  with a known previous incident . Mental health 
problems have often been reported as a r isk factor for int ra- fam ilial child hom icide 
(Bourget  & Gagńe, 2005; Karakus, Ince & Ince, 2003; Liem & Koenraadt, 2008). It 
is somewhat  unique to this type of hom icide given that  stat ist ics indicate that  it  
only appears in 5%  of general hom icide cases (Time to Change, 2013) .  Post -natal 
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depression is often found in cases involving the deaths of very young children, 
with mothers vulnerable to this condit ion following child birth (Mayes et  al.  2010) .  
A number of high profile cases involving failings by child protect ion organisat ions 
in recent  years have highlighted the importance of being able to ident ify warning 
signs that  children m ay be in danger at  the earliest  possible opportunit y (Munro, 
2011) . I dent ify ing parents and carers who may be suffering from a mental health 
problem could allow for intervent ions and provide such indiv iduals with access to 
appropriate services (Bourget , Grace & Whitehurst , 2007;  Hat ters-Friedman et  al. , 
2005) . This may allow for more effect ive ident if icat ion of those who potent ially 
pose a r isk to their own children (Brown & Lynch, 1995) . 
 
Research on alcohol and drug abuse has suggested that  around 5.9%  of adults in 
England (McManus et  al. 2009)  and Wales (Gartner, Cosh, Gibbon & Lester, 2009)  
have an alcohol m isuse problem, with approximately 2.8%  of the populat ion 
report ing issues with frequent  drug use (Home Office, 2013) . Findings from this 
report  indicate that  alcohol and/ or drug abuse was present  in just  under a third of 
suspects ident if ied. The ident if icat ion of these specific factors are key given that  
such problem behaviours have often been found in the background of offenders 
who have m ist reated and later k illed their  children (Barth et  al. 2006;  Donnelly et  
al. 2001;  Alder & Polk, 1996) . Substance abuse can t r iple the r isk of child 
malt reatment , abuse and neglect  (Chaffin et  al. 1996;  Jaudes et  al. 1995) .  
 
Over a third of suspects had a domest ic abuse incident  as present  either pr ior to, 
or at  the t ime the child death occurr ing. Much evidence suggests that  child abuse 
often co-occurs alongside other forms of int ra- fam ilial v iolence including spouse 
abuse (Dolan et  al. 2003;  Edelson, 1999;  Appel & Holden, 1998;  McKibben et  al.  
1989) , and children are at  r isk of hom icide in the context  of such abuse (Hamilton 
et  al., 2013;  Jaffe et  al. 2013) . Fathers were the most  likely offenders, a finding 
supported by the higher incidence rate of domest ic abuse perpet rated by male 
offenders (Edelson, 1999;  McKibben et  al. 1989) .  I n such cases children are often 
collateral v ict ims who are targeted by the offender in order to exact  revenge upon 
a spouse in the context  of a domest ic dispute or a relat ionship breakdown (Jaffe et  
al. 2013;  Sidebotham et  al. 2011) . I nterest ingly, out  of the 100 int ra- fam ilial 
cases ident if ied within the current  study, ten were murder-suicides, where the 
suspect  killed their  child( ren) , then themselves. Seven of the ten murder-suicides 
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were commit ted by the father of the child.  Two of these cases noted details of 
domest ic dispute between the parents.  
 
CATPCA results:  int ra- fam ilial child hom icides /  suspicious deaths 
This part  of the study exam ined factors found to increase the r isk of death to a 
child at  the hands of an int ra- fam ilial offender. The first  r isk condit ion 
characterised ‘abusive and unstable co-parent ing’ as having domest ic v iolence 
present , a history of child abuse, and parental relat ionship breakdown. These 
factors are often associated with the occurrence of fam ilicides (Hat ters-Freidman 
et  al., 2005)  with the child being targeted as a secondary vict im  in parental 
conflicts (Jaffe et  al.,  2013) . The negat ive associat ion of the vict im  being an only 
child with this r isk condit ion indicates that  there may be mult iple children at - r isk 
when these issues occur together and would signal the need for high pr ior ity 
intervent ions.  
 
Another r isk condit ion ident if ied from the data character ised ‘mult iple parent  
st ressors’. The combinat ion of a number of parental life st ressors within this r isk 
condit ion (mental health issues, drug and alcohol abuse, being a single parent  and 
mult iple children in the household)  represents a r isk condit ion in which a parent  or  
carer may be facing ext reme st ress, with child neglect  also posit ively associated 
with these factors. The co-occurrence between drug and alcohol abuse, parental 
mental health issues and neglect  is sim ilar to previous research findings (Wells, 
2009;  Barth et  al., 2006)  and their links to child deaths is at t r ibuted to r isky and 
inadequate parent ing behaviours associated with these issues (Welch & Bonner, 
2013) . The presence of mult iple children within the household has been reported 
to increase st ress experienced by parents (Jaudes et  al., 1995;  Zuravin, 1991) . 
The addit ion of the offender being a single parent , which is a new finding, 
highlights how fam ily st ructure can also have an impact  on increasing r isk when 
combined with other social issues. 
 
‘Neglect ful parent ing’ was the third r isk condit ion ident if ied. I t  was associated with 
evidence of neglect  towards the child and poor liv ing condit ions with parental 
mental health issues negat ively associated with these factors. Although neglect  is 
a well- known r isk condit ion in this f ield (Haapasalo & Petäjä, 1999;  Wolkind et  al. ,  
1993) , the presence of poor liv ing condit ions has only been subject  to a small 
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amount  of research, but  has been reported as a common correlate of neglect  
(Webb et  al., 2007;  Hat ters-Freidman et  al., 2005) . By allowing var iables to be 
associated with more than one r isk condit ion illust rates that  this condit ion is 
dist inct ly different  to ‘mult iple parental st ressors’ in which parental mental health 
issues was more likely to be present . However, the negat ive associat ion between 
mental health issues and neglect  within this r isk condit ion is not  support ive of 
previous research (Wells, 2009)  and m ay be a result  of the small sam ple size 
within the study. 
 
The final r isk condit ion ‘parental social issues’ was associated with drug and/ or 
alcohol abuse, and domest ic v iolence, with sim ilar f indings in previous research 
(Kantor & Lit t le, 2003) . As these factors were previously indiv idually associated 
with other r isk condit ions, their co-occurrence here indicates that  they also 
represent  a different  condit ion of r isk when evident  together. However, the 
inclusion of only two r isk factors within this component  may not  provide enough 
descript ive informat ion to be effect ive in assessing r isk level across varying 
contexts (Sanders, Colton & Roberts, 1999) . The inclusion of addit ional data 
sources in future research may allow further development  of this r isk condit ion. 
 
Lim itat ions and Future Research  
Missing informat ion was a problem encountered within research, which may affect  
the outcome of any stat ist ical analyses used to analyse t rends in child deaths. Due 
to this issue, only lim ited types of stat ist ical analyses could be performed with the 
current  dataset . Consequent ly, due to the amount  of m issing data within the 
sample under study (see Appendix 1) , statements made within the report  are 
merely speculat ive and should be used as a guide as to further areas for focussed 
research in the future.  
 
Official stat ist ics suggest  that  there were higher rates of child hom icides than 
those reported within this research (Office of Nat ional Stat ist ics, 2013) . For 
example, according to such stat ist ics there were approximately 28 child hom icide 
cases in which parents were the principal suspects in 2011/ 12 yet  only 13 were 
included in the current  study. This, therefore, suggests that  inconsistencies in child 
death rates reported here may be due to issues with the return of informat ion by 
police forces via the ‘Form 76’ 9 rather than an actual observed difference in such 
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rates over the t ime period under study.  This is further highlighted in that  only 27 
of the 43 police forces across England and Wales provided case informat ion on 
child deaths within their area.  
 
Subsequent  studies should endeavour to use larger sample sizes which could 
result  in a more enhanced and robust  set  of r isk condit ions that  are more 
representat ive of the populat ion under study. This may also allow r isk factors not  
included within the current  research due to lim ited report ing or a lack of recording 
in the data, such as the offender having a crim inal record (Mayes et  al., 2010;  
Cavanagh et  al. , 2007) , the previous death of another child (Brandon, Dodsworth 
& Rumball, 2005) , lack of an educat ion (Crit tenden & Craig, 1990)  and financial 
diff icult ies (Wolfner & Gelles, 1993)  to be subject  to stat ist ical analysis. As m issing 
data was also a problem in this research, future studies should seek out  addit ional 
data sources in order to gain further informat ion on the offence context  and social 
factors that  could have cont r ibuted to the commission of these crimes.  
  
 
6 . Conclusions 
 
 
This exploratory research into int ra- fam ilial child deaths suggests that  there are 
qualitat ively different  pat terns associated with such deaths. Although this study 
cannot  be presented as providing an exhaust ive set  of r isk condit ions under which 
these crimes take place, this research could be used as a foundat ion to cont inue 
research in this f ield in order to gain a bet ter understanding of the circumstances 
under which these crimes take place. Research invest igat ing the co-occurrence of 
r isk factors is lacking and such knowledge is essent ial in order to be able to and 
effect ively ident ify dist inct  situat ions of r isk which would allow ‘red flags’ ( Jaffe et  
al., 2013:  201)  to be recognised by front - line staff (St rang, 1995) . Such work 
could assist  in the development  of more effect ive r isk assessment  measures 
specifically when t ry ing to ident ify those children most  at - r isk of int ra- fam ilial 
death (Palermo, 2002) . The inclusion of r isk of harm and/ or homicide to children in 
domest ic abuse r isk assessments (e.g., DASH)  should be further invest igated. 
While some deaths are the result  of singular isolated acts that  are potent ially 
undetectable (Jason, 2005)  research indicates, as in this study, that  a number of 
deaths may have been preventable as fam ilies often come to the at tent ion of the 
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police or child protect ion agencies before the child’s death (Lewis & Bunce, 2003) . 
Early ident if icat ion of children facing elevated r isk levels would then allow high 
prior it y intervent ions to be init iated, more support  to be given to vulnerable 
fam ilies and allow more effect ive safeguarding procedures to be developed (Brown 
& Lynch, 1995) .  
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Abstract  
This art icle out lines the invest igat ion into the t ragic death of 2yr old Am inia. The 
art icle highlights the act ions taken by the officers involved in the rapid response 
process that  took place during and after Am inia was dying. The mother and her 
boyfr iend were interviewed and subsequent ly arrested. The art icle gives details of 
the post  mortem and then an extensive look at  the use of medical experts and 
good pract ice from this. The boyfr iend was convicted of murder after a t r ial. 
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1 . Background 
 
 
Amina was born on 07/ 10/ 2011 and lived with her mother Sarah Raqueman and 
her father in Peterborough. The couple had been together since 2010. I n 
September 2012, Raqueman and Am ina’s father separated and were involved with 
the Family Courts regarding contact  and custody with Am ina.  Raqueman moved 
to a different  address in Peterborough with Amina, in August  2013 and within 2 
weeks she was in a relat ionship with Dean Harris.   
 
Dean Harris quickly integrated himself within the fam ily and by the t ime a sibling 
returned to school in the September he had moved into the fam ily home. He was 
taking them to and from school on his own, was providing and making key 
decisions about  the care and welfare of the children. The school quickly raised 
concerns about  the impact  that  Raqueman and Harris’s relat ionship was having on 
the children. Social Care became involved with the fam ily. Cam bridgeshire LSCB is 
carrying out  a Serious Case review and its findings will be published in due course. 
Therefore, this art icle focusses on the invest igat ion and not  any inter-agency 
working pre-death. However, it  was agreed that  Harr is should not  be left  alone in 
sole care of the children. 
 
 
2 . I nit ia l I nvest igat ion 
 
 
Police were called to Peterborough Hospital at  1108 hours on Thursday 21st  
November 2013 when Amina was brought  in to A&E by Ambulance accompanied 
by Harr is.  Harr is advised the paramedics and hospital staff in A&E that  Am ina had 
fallen off the toilet  onto her bot tom, hit t ing her head in the process. 
 
Am ina’s injur ies were inconsistent  with the explanat ion given by Harris.  Staff 
reported that  Am ina had suffered a lacerated liver, a lacerat ion to a major heart  
blood vessel and that  the injuries were consistent  with a blunt  t rauma injury.  
Police and Social Care were informed for the rapid response process to commence, 
and detect ives from  the Public Protect ion Unit  (PPU)  and uniform  officers at tended 
the hospital.  Social workers also at tended.  
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DI  Page, the on call DI  for child deaths, put  in place a number of fast  t rack 
act ions. These included:  officers to at tend the home address and preserve it  as a 
cr ime scene and child abuse invest igat ion officers to at tend the hospital. They got  
an account  from hospital staff that  Am ina had been subjected to an inflicted injury. 
Tasked for separate accounts were taken from Harris and Raqueman and asked 
that  they be caut ioned first . Once these first  accounts were made and on analysis 
of all of the informat ion DI  Page arrested Harr is on suspicion of sec 18 GBH as 
Amina was st ill alive at  this point  (once she died this changed to murder) . The 
Mult i agency safeguarding hub collected all informat ion held on the fam ily and 
Harris from all partners. This informat ion revealed that  Harr is was not  to be left  
alone with the children and so a decision was made to arrest  Raqueman on 
causing or allowing the death. Police Protect ion taken out  to safeguard the 
siblings. 
 
The police in Peterborough are part  of the Cambridgeshire Constabulary. They 
work in collaborat ion dealing with major cr ime with Hert fordshire and Bedfordshire 
police forces. This major cr ime unit  (MCU)  agreed to have primacy of the 
invest igat ion and DCI  Jon Hutchinson from the MCU was appointed as SI O. He 
then appointed DI  Page, a local PPU officer, as the deputy SI O, in the main to take 
charge of Safeguarding. This meant  he worked closely with Children’s Social Care 
especially in the early days when they got  an Emergency Protect ion Order. They 
also worked together re the Parallel Proceedings in the Fam ily Court .  
 
The surgeon used their phone to take im ages of the marks on the r ight  side of 
Am ina’s abdomen, as they t r ied surgery to save her life. Despite this emergency 
medical intervent ion Amina subsequent ly died from her inj uries. Am ina was 
confirmed deceased the same day.  There was a discrepancy in Amina’s medical 
records and two different  t imes of death were recorded within a couple of hours of 
each other.  Am ina died between 1230 and 1430 hours the sam e day.  Death was 
finally formally cert if ied at  1250 hours. 
 
Raqueman was allowed to view the body of Am ina in the presence of Officers, 
however, she was prevented from having any physical contact  with Am ina due to 
this now being dealt  with as a murder enquiry. Samples were obtained at  a full 
forensic post  mortem which was conducted the following day. Samples obtained in 
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A&E were taken as per their  normal ‘Kennedy’ samples.     
 
 
3 . Arrests and I nterview s 
 
 
Harris was init ially arrested at  1240 hours on suspicion of GBH, however, following 
Amina’s death he was further arrested at  1339 hours on suspicion of murder.  I n 
interview he maintained that  Raqueman had taken the sibling to school leaving 
Amina and another sibling in his care and that  Am ina fallen off the toilet  whilst  
being assisted by him .  He stated that  Am ina had landed on her bot tom and that  
he believed he had heard her ‘smack’ her head.  Harr is, therefore, rang Raqueman 
and then 999. 
 
Raqueman was arrested at  1350 hours on suspicion of Causing or Allowing the 
Death of a child.  I n interview Raqueman stated that  social services had advised 
her that  she could not  leave the children alone with Harr is as he was violent , 
although she had not  seen it .  Raqueman stated that  she understood that  if 
something happened she would be at  fault  for it .  On the way to school on 
21/ 11/ 2013 it  crossed her m ind several t imes that  she should not  be leaving the 
children alone with Harris.  Raqueman knew it  was wrong from what  Social 
Services had advised her. 
 
Harr is was subsequent ly charged with Amina’s Murder and Raqueman bailed 
pending further enquir ies.  The invest igat ion was placed on HOLMES IT system. A 
fam ily liaison officer was ut ilised for Am ina’s Father. PPU Officers liaised with 
Social Care in the ear ly stages of the invest igat ion assist ing with obtaining case file 
documents and third party mater ial from them.  There was a good mult i-agency 
approach between the MCU staff, School staff, Social Care and Social Care Legal 
Services. 
 
 
4 . Post  Mortem  
 
 
On the 22nd November 2013 a joint , "double doctor"  post  mortem examinat ion was 
conducted at , St  Thomas' Hospital, London, by Doctor MARNERI DES (Consultant  
Perinatal and Paediat r ic Pathologist )  and Professor R A RI SDON (Consultant  
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Forensic Paediat r ic Pathologist ) .   
 
Marks of injury to Amina’s body included a large number of bruises around her 
face. These included an indist inct  blue bruise appear ing as two arcs on the r ight  
cheek.  The appearances are consistent  with a bite mark.  There was further 
bruising to her chest , including bruising to her abdomen. There was also a second 
rounded bruise composed of two sem icircles, the whole measuring up to 2 x 2.5cm  
and situated on the r ight  forearm. The appearances were like those of a bite mark. 
Am ina’s liver showed a ragged lacerat ion extending vert ically downwards and 
separat ing the left  from the r ight  lobe.  The edges of the lacerat ion were irregular 
and on slicing the liver further smaller lacerat ions extended into the substance of 
the liver from the main lacerat ion. A radiological skeletal survey of Am ina indicated 
a healing fracture of the end of the radius and ulna with surrounding callus. A CT 
scan also took place and this showed a ruptured liver.   
 
Professor Risdon in his statement  included the following comments:  This child has 
died from ret roperitoneal haemorrhage due to a ruptured liver. The rupture, which 
virtually separated the two lobes of the liver, was the result  of considerable blunt  
force t rauma to the abdomen.  
 
From the informat ion provided to the invest igators, there had been no explanat ion 
from carers regarding causat ion of the injury.  I n the absence of a plausible 
account , this injury would be regarded as inflicted. I njur ies of this nature can 
occur as accidents, but  would be accompanied by a clear history.  More commonly, 
part icular ly in a child of this age, they are a result  of blunt  force t rauma from, for 
example, a punch or kick. 
 
There were a number of bruises on the face t runk and limbs, the dist r ibut ion of 
which would favour inflicted injury.  I n part icular, there were bruises on the r ight  
cheek and r ight  forearm that  have the characterist ics of bite m arks. Fractures of 
the r ight  radius and ulna were ident if ied on the skeletal survey and confirmed by 
histological exam inat ion.  The history given ment ioned a visit  to hospital with a 
swollen r ight  forearm approximately one month before the child's death.  The 
histological appearances of the fracture would be consistent  with this t ime scale. 
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I n summary, the post -mortem examinat ion revealed a number of injuries, 
including bruising and apparent  bite marks, as well as fractures to the r ight  
forearm, which in the absence of plausible explanat ions appear to be inflicted. The 
fatal injury was haemorrhage following blunt  force to the abdomen result ing in 
rupture of the liver.  I n the absence of an explanat ion, part icular ly in a child of this 
age, this to be appears to be inflicted. Cause of Death:  Ret roperitoneal 
haemorrhage, due to Ruptured liver, due to blunt  force t rauma to the liver 
 
 
5 . Addit ional expert  evidence 
 
 
Odontology 
I n view of the above bruises to Amina’s r ight  cheek and forearm that  had the 
characterist ics of bite marks, the SI O took the decision to obtain dental 
impressions from Raqueman and Harris whilst  they were in Police Custody.  A local 
Dent ist , cont racted to the Police and Pr ison Service, was used to obtain the 
impressions.  These impressions were then turned into casts which were later  
forwarded to an Odontologist , Dr Alfred Mart in, regarded as an expert  witness. 
 
Dr Mart in exam ined various documents, im ages and the dental models and he was 
able to elim inate Raqueman, and her other children as being responsible for the 
bite marks. He was unable to elim inate Harris as being responsible.  I t  was Dr 
Mart in’s opinion that  the bite could not  be more than a few days old at  the most . 
 
Consultant  Paediat r ician 
Dr Ward a Consultant  Paediat r ician of twenty seven years was inst ructed by Social 
Care Legal Services and addit ionally by the Police. An informat ion sharing protocol 
between the Police and Social Care Legal Services was agreed and established 
early on in the invest igat ion.  Police and Social care then agreed to meet  the 
expense of the expert  proport ionally.   
 
Dr Ward was supplied with evidence from Social Care and also the Police and 
asked to review the evidence and asked to respond to a number of quest ions 
including the following:   
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1. Please ident ify those injuries sustained by Amina.  
 
2. Please ident ify the possible causes of each such ident if ied injury stat ing the 
likelihood of each cause, the most  likely cause and whether that  cause, in 
your opinion, should be considered the probable cause of the inj ury. 
 
3. I n the event  that  your opinion is that  any of the injuries were caused 
t raumat ically or by the applicat ion of force, please indicate the likely degree 
of force involved. 
 
4. Are you able to comment  on the likely t im ing of each or any of the injur ies 
sustained by Am ina?  I f so, please do so. 
 
5. Are you able to comment  on whether the pat tern of injuries you ident ify is 
likely to have been caused on one occasion or more than one occasion (and if 
the lat ter , on how many occasions)? 
 
6. Please comment  on the likely effect  on Amina of sustaining the injuries, her 
presentat ion at  and after the causat ive event (s)  etc. 
 
Dr Ward provided a detailed report  of her f indings and in summ ary ident if ied three 
areas of injury, abdominal, bruises and healing fractures to the r ight  radius and 
ulna. Dr Ward went on to state that , in general, bruising, fractures and abdominal 
injur ies do not  occur in the course of normal or appropr iate handling of a child 
Am ina’s age.  
 
Dr Ward summarised the abdominal injury as:  very significant  force is required to 
cause fatal rupture of organs, such as the liver. Exam ples are high velocity road 
t raffic accidents, penet rat ing bicycle injuries in older children and falls from great  
heights, such as the second floor of a building. Am ina’s injury was the result  of 
blunt  force injury and the force required to cause a lacerat ion of the liver of this 
degree would need to be a forceful punch, k ick or stamp to the abdomen.  I n Dr 
Ward’s opinion, the fatal injury would have occurred m inutes before the 999 call.   
Possible mechanisms for the injury included a forceful punch to the abdomen, a 
kick to the abdomen or a stamp to the child ly ing on the floor. 
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Dr Ward summarised the bruising to Am ina as follows:  accidental injur ies in a 
mobile toddler, such as Amina, are comm on over bony prom inences such as the 
forehead, elbows, knees and shins.  However, injur ies to the face, neck, thorax 
and abdomen do not  occur commonly as a result  of accidental injury and require 
force and mechanism s such as gr ipping, or  grasping, or direct  blunt  force t rauma, 
such as a punch or blow with a firm  object .  I n Dr Ward’s opinion many of the 
bruises would have been more recent and they appeared to be evolving at  the 
t ime of Am ina’s presentat ion.  I t  was not  possible to state with certainty whether 
the bruises all coincided with the abdominal injury, or whether all of the bruises 
occurred at  the same t ime.  I t  was possible to state that  Am ina suffered injur ies 
on at  least  two occasions and it  was possible that  bruising occurred on more than 
one occasion. 
 
No reasonable explanat ion was offered to account  for the severe, blunt  force injury 
which would be required to cause a liver  lacerat ion of this degree.  Am ina had 
addit ional injuries, excluding extensive bruising to the face and t runk and an 
unt reated old fracture of the radius and ulna.  The pat tern of injuries seen in this 
child was consistent  with non-accidental injury by more than one mechanism and 
on more than one occasion.  Failure to follow the advice of the GP in relat ion to a 
swollen wr ist  represented a neglect  of the child’s medical condit ion. 
 
 
6 . Court  
 
 
Harris defence did not  offer a plea of guilt y to murder, stat ing that  although Harr is 
accepted that  he had kicked Amina and was responsible for the abdominal injury, 
he denied any intent ion to murder or cause really ser ious harm  to Amina. A jury 
bundle put  together by Police was used by Counsel to pictor ially show the jury the 
scene and all injur ies.  I mages where blown up and collated into presentat ion 
packs and issued to Jury members. Packs contained im ages of the scene and body 
mapped images of Am ina’s injur ies.  The injury photos were made by overlaying 
the injuries onto a computerised mannequin using specialist  software. Giving 
evidence at  Cambridge Crown Court , Professor Risdon said that  the ext reme force 
of the blunt  t rauma Amina suffered had caused a piece of her liver to break off 
from the organ and it  then t ravelled in the blood st ream and into her lung.   
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At  t r ial, Harr is’ Defence supplied the prosecut ion with a dental report . The report  
cont radicted Dr Mart in’s f indings and was therefore asked to comment  on the 
report .  Dr Mart in gave a further statement  st rongly rebut t ing the contents of the 
report  and the reasons why.  As a result  of this the defence did not  call their  
expert . Dr Mart in gave expert  evidence to the Jury on the bite marks Amina had 
sustained and his f indings. He also provided over lay’s (an A4 page showing a 
colour image of the injury with a piece of acetate showing Harr is’ bite over the top 
that  could be moved back and forward to show a mechanical f it  of the teeth onto 
the injury)  for the Jury, so that  they were able to easily follow and understand his 
evidence. Dr Ward gave evidence to the Jury, leaving them in no doubt  that  the 
injur ies Am ina had sustained were non accidental injur ies. The Jury found Harr is 
guilty of murder returning a unanimous guilty verdict .  
 
Raqueman was acquit ted of causing or allowing the death of a child, but  found 
guilty of the neglect  of the other siblings. I t  is not  known why the jury acquit ted 
Raqueman of the causing or allowing the death of Am ina, so unable to establish 
what  learning may be of use for future invest igat ions.  
 
Harr is received life impr isonment  with a m inimum of 17yrs to serve. Raqueman 
received 11 months custodial suspended for 18 months with condit ions of no 
crim inal offences to be commit ted anywhere in the UK and to at tend the Freedom 
Program and Thinking Skills course with Probat ion.  
 
On 03/ 03/ 2014, whilst  on remand at  HMP Peterborough Harris provided a 
statement  to another pr isoner, on the wing, that  he had kicked Amina in the 
stomach as she had repeatedly soiled herself and he had got  excrement  on his 
hand. He describes almost  st rangling her and kicking her. I n regards to 
Raqueman, Social Care legal services won their case in the high Court .  This meant  
the surviv ing 2 siblings were taken into the care of the local authority. 
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A serious case review has been commissioned by Cambridgeshire Local 
Safeguarding Children Board and will be publishing a report  in due course.    
 
Good pract ice ident if ied:  • The work of the rapid response professionals, from both police and 
health. • First  Accounts from the carers ( taken under caut ion) , which were the 
most  t ruthful ones. • A 3yrs old sibling had an ABE interview and although not  used in court , 
her account  matched what  had occurred. • The work of the mult i-agency partnership, in relat ion to informat ion 
sharing. • The use of medical experts. • St rong good pract ice in relat ion to sharing an expert  for fam ily and 
crim inal court .  • The presentat ion of medical expert  evidence at  court  using graphics. 
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Statutory Reviews and the Homicide I nvest igat ion 
Revisited 
 
 
John Fox , Former Detect ive Superintendent  Hampshire Constabulary, Associate 
Tutor College of Policing and I ndependent  Overview Report  Author for Serious 
Case Reviews. 
 
 
Abstract  
I n 2014, ACPO and the CPS published revised guidance on Liaison and inform at ion 
exchange when crim inal proceedings coincide with Chapter Four Serious Case 
Reviews or Welsh Child Pract ice Reviews. I n this art icle, the author  out lines the 
rat ionale underpinning the revised guidance and provides an overview of the main 
issues. I n part icular ,  Sect ion 6 of this new guidance offers a toolk it  for working 
through any potent ial conflict  when the Serious Case Review team may wish to 
interview witnesses or suspects.  
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1 . I nt roduct ion  
 
 
 
 
I n April 2011 the ACPO Hom icide Working Group, in conjunct ion with the Crown 
Prosecut ion Service, published a guidance document , the aim  of which was to help 
the part ies deal with any conflict  created when crim inal invest igat ions and ser ious 
case reviews (SCR)  coincide and are conducted simultaneously. An earlier edit ion 
of the Journal of Homicide and Major I ncident  I nvest igat ion (Vol 7, I ssue 2)  
contained a paper which set  out  the key points within this guidance and the 
rat ionale for its publicat ion. 
 
The statutory Government  guidance Working Together Under the Children Act  
1989 (DoH, 1991)  first  laid out  the formal requirements for conduct ing SCR’s, and 
the document  st ressed the need for central government  to be informed so that  
public statements could be issued and developments reviewed. I t  then offered 
seven principles that  underpin the process. These were:  urgency, impart iality, 
thoroughness, openness, confident ialit y, co-operat ion and resolut ion (Sinclair and 
Bullock 2002) .  
 
Unt il 2013 the system of conduct ing SCR's was prescribed in detail by the 
Government  and Ofsted, but  when the current  Coalit ion Government  took power in 
May 2010 it  comm issioned Professor Eileen Munro to undertake a broad review of 
child protect ion and to make recommendat ions for improvement . I n her f indings, 
Munro (2011)  recommended that  there should be a system ic change to SCRs 
based on an approach used in sectors such as aviat ion and healthcare. The idea is 
that  there should be less focus on what  indiv iduals did wrong and a st ronger focus 
on understanding the underly ing issues that  made professionals behave the way 
they did and what  prevented them from being able to proper ly help and protect  
children, or in other words, to move beyond ident ify ing what  happened to explain 
why  it  happened.  As a result , in the latest  edit ion of Working Together to 
Safeguard Children published in March 2013, the rules governing SCRs were 
relaxed and the current  guidance simply contains a few key principles and the 
overarching statement , "LSCBs m ay use any learning m odel which is consistent  
with the principles in this guidance, including the system s m ethodology" .  
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Current ly, across England and Wales, serious case reviews or their Welsh 
equivalent ,  are being conducted a var iety of ways including the t radit ional model,  
pure systems methodology or a hybr id of each. 
 
The 2011 edit ion of the ACPO/ CPS Guidance was designed to assist  the reader 
when SCRs were conducted using the 't radit ional' model, but  when so called 
'systems methodology ' was int roduced it  was felt  that  this m ight  int roduce some 
ext ra complicat ions and potent ial conflict  between the crim inal j ust ice agencies 
and those conduct ing a serious case review. The Guidance document  was 
therefore updated and re-published in June 2014, and the purpose of this paper is 
to out line some of the key changes brought  in with the update. 
 
I t  will be helpful to briefly revisit  the legal basis upon which SCRs are conducted, 
part ly to serve as a rem inder that  through overarching legislat ion under the 
Children Act  2004, some statutory agencies ( including the police)  have a legal 
obligat ion to take part  in the SCR, and perhaps by extension a duty to co-operate 
is also imposed upon employees of such organisat ions. A br ief look at  the law may 
help explain this.   
 
 
2 . The Legal Posit ion 
 
 
Local Safeguarding Children Boards (LSCB)  were established in accordance with a 
requirement  in the Children Act  2004 . They are the key statutory mechanism for 
agreeing how the relevant  organisat ions will co-operate to safeguard and promote 
the welfare of children, and for ensur ing the effect iveness of what  they do.  
 
The role and funct ion of the LSCB is set  out  in law by The Local Safeguarding 
Children Board Regulat ions 2006, Statutory I nst rument  2006/ 90. Regulat ion 5 
requires the LSCB to undertake a SCR when certain cr iter ia are present . 
Procedures for carrying out  SCRs are current ly set  out  in Chapter 4 of Working 
Together to Safeguard Children (2013) . This document  prescribes:  
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A Serious Case Review must  be conducted for every case where abuse or neglect  
is known or suspected and either :    • a child dies;  or • a child is ser iously harmed and there are concerns about  how 
organisat ions or professionals worked together to safeguard the child;   
 
Cases which meet  one of these criter ia must  always t r igger a Serious Case Review 
(or in Wales a Concise or Extended Child Pract ice Review -  see The Local 
Safeguarding Children Boards (Wales)  Regulat ions 2006 as amended 2012) . 
 
Although the ACPO/ CPS Guidance is pr imarily focused on reviews into the death or 
serious harm to children, the pr inciples are likely to be cross t ransferrable to both 
Domest ic Homicide Reviews and Adult  Safeguarding Reviews because the process 
of carrying out  the reviews are sim ilar, as are the implicat ions for SI Os.  
 
 
3 . Status of the Guidance 
 
 
The status of the ACPO/ CPS Guidance (2014)  is such that  it  is not  a formal 
protocol, and is therefore non-binding on the part ies. However, the fact  that  it  has 
been endorsed by the Nat ional Policing Homicide Working Group, the Director of 
Public Prosecut ions (on behalf of the CPS) , and the Associat ion of I ndependent 
LSCB Chairs, does give it  considerable weight . Furthermore, At  the Royal Courts of 
Just ice, on 20 th July 2011, the earlier edit ion of this guide was praised by Mr 
Just ice Maddison who, in a wr it ten judgem ent , referred to several sect ions of the 
Guidance and commented, " I n m y view, the Guide is a helpful document"  with 
"em inent ly sensible"  suggest ions (R v Rees and others, Bristol Crown Court  – Pre 
Trial Hear ing relat ing to third party disclosure) . 
 
 
4 . The 'non- negot iable'  
 
 
I n seeking to understand how to m inim ise any adverse effect  that  a SCR/ DHR 
m ight  have on a cr im inal enquiry, it  is important  to recognise that  both types of 
review are carr ied out  under a legal requirement . The commissioning body, either 
a Local Safeguarding Children Board or a Community Safety Partnership (CSP) , 
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will normally have no opt ion but  to conduct  it .  
 
I t  is also important  for the crim inal j ust ice agencies to recognise that  the key 
principles st ipulated in Working Together to Safeguard Children (2013)  about  the 
conduct ing of SCRs include:  
 • Professionals should be involved fully in reviews and invited to cont r ibute 
their perspect ives without  fear of being blamed for act ions they took in good 
faith;  • Fam ilies, including surviv ing children, should be invited to cont r ibute to 
reviews.  
 
When seeking to lim it  or alter the act iv ity of a SCR those involved in the crim inal 
j ust ice process may benefit  from working with LSCBs in a spir it  of negot iat ion 
rather than confrontat ion, recognising that  this statutory Government  guidance 
has to be adhered to. 
 
 
5 . Changes to the Review  Methodology 
 
 
The model which is used in any part icular  SCR need not  be of great  importance to 
the SI O, although one aspect  of the ‘Systems Model’ may require the arranging of 
a large meet ing of all pract it ioners involved in the case. This type of meet ing was 
not  a requirement  in the t radit ional SCR m ethodology, and it  is the int roduct ion of 
this pract it ioners learning event  that  has perhaps raised the most  concern within 
the police and CPS.  
 
The idea within a 'systems methodology' is that  this meet ing would replace the 
learning gained dur ing the I ndiv idual Management  Review ( IMR)  stage of a 
t radit ional SCR, when the Reviewer would have interviewed staff on a one to one 
basis. I t  is perceived by some SI Os and CPS lawyers that  parallel cr im inal 
invest igat ion could be more likely to be compromised if there were to be a large 
uncont rolled meet ing of relevant  pract it ioners (some of whom may be prosecut ion 
witnesses)  as part  of the ‘Systems Model’ review. Material generated on ‘post  its’, 
rough notes, flip charts etc. in a large meet ing may be perceived to be far harder 
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to assess for relevance and the requirement  for disclosure than notes from a one 
to one interview. The int roduct ion of these meet ings since 2013 has caused some 
concern within the cr im inal j ust ice agencies, because there is a feeling that  the 
evidence of some witnesses may be in some way tainted if they are allowed to 
meet  with fellow witnesses at  such an event . I t  is r ight  that  these genuine 
concerns are acknowledged but  there is also a need to thought fully consider 
whether there are any real grounds for concern. 
 
The 2014 ACPO/ CPS Guidance contains a new sect ion on the part icular issue of 
'contam inat ing' the evidence of witnesses and some important  points are made.  
 
The Guidance points out  that  a serious case review is just  one of many different  
types of enquiry which may need to seek learning from people who also happen to 
be prosecut ion witnesses or defendants. 
 
"There are m any statutory bodies and ad hoc groups (such as a SCR team )  that  
have a legit im ate need, and indeed duty, to gather evidence with the purpose of 
ascertaining facts, learning lessons and prevent ing future harm . Exam ples could 
be the Health and Safety Execut ive, The Marit im e Accident  I nvest igat ion Bureau 
and HM Forces Service I nquir ies. Each has procedures for gathering evidence, 
including in som e cases asking potent ial suspects to answer quest ions under 
com pulsion."  (ACPO/ CPS, 2014)  
 
The Guidance then suggests that  a sophist icated approach is adopted when 
describing people as 'witnesses', the essence being:  
 
"There are m any people who m ight  be asked to provide a witness statem ent  but  
there is lit t le likelihood that  they would ever be called to give evidence. For 
exam ple, a nurse m ay have carr ied out  a sm all act  such as taking a blood sam ple 
from  one place to another within a hospital. They would be classed as a cont inuity 
witness to prove the integrity of that  part icular exhibit  but  would not  be a key 
witness to the event  and probably would never be called to give evidence in any 
t r ial. I t  is unlikely that  the presence of such witnesses at  a pract it ioners event  or 
an interview with a reviewer would m ake a difference to the crim inal case so it  is 
unhelpful and disproport ionate for the crim inal j ust ice agencies to sim ply seek to 
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exclude anyone who could be a potent ial witness from  cont r ibut ing learning to a 
serious case review."  (ACPO/ CPS, 2014)  
 
To seek to allay fears about  several prosecut ion witnesses at tending a large 
pract it ioner learning event  for the SCR process the guidance points out  that  there 
are many circumstances whereby groups of witnesses may meet  each other before 
a cr im inal t r ial.  Exam ples given are police officers who have all at tended the same 
incident  but  remain on the same shift  or 'relief', doctors and nurses who are all 
witnesses in an assault  prosecut ion but  st ill work together at  the same hospital,  
employees at  a bank where a robbery took place, or regular customers in a pub 
where an assault  took place. When put  alongside the many and var ied legit imate 
situat ions whereby witnesses may meet each other before a t r ial, it  is suggested 
that  a well organised and cont rolled SCR pract it ioners meet ing is actually perhaps 
a relat ively safe environment . 
 
I f such a pract it ioners learning event  is to be held by the SCR, and there are 
ongoing cr im inal proceedings, the ACPO/ CPS Guidance (2014)  m akes the following 
suggest ions which the police may wish to use as a basis for negot iat ion:  
 • The meet ing should be chaired and moderated by an I ndependent  Reviewer. 
• The police Senior I nvest igat ing Officer (SI O)  should be invited to at tend or 
send a representat ive such as the Disclosure Officer  
• The delegates should be rem inded at  the beginning of the meet ing that  the 
SCR is set  up to learn lessons about  services provided to the child and 
fam ily, and that  nothing should be discussed which relates to culpability of 
any suspects or defendants or the circumstances surrounding the crim inal 
case itself.  
• There should be a professional m inute taker and the fullest  possible notes 
taken about  who at tended the meet ing and what  each delegate said. 
• These notes should be made available to be viewed by the police SI O or 
their representat ive. 
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• Delegates should be not if ied that  notes from the meet ing could be viewed 
by the police and assessed for relevance in the crim inal case. 
• Providing it  is supported by cogent  reasoning, a wr it ten request  by the 
SI O/ CPS to withdraw, or not  issue, an invitat ion to a part icular key witness 
or witnesses, should be considered favourably by the SCR Independent  
Reviewers. I f agreed to, such an arrangement  should not  compromise the 
learning gained by the SCR so for example, such people excluded from a 
pract it ioners event  could perhaps be offered a one to one interview with a 
member of the review team. 
• I n order for the police to judge whether the presence of a part icular  
indiv idual at  a pract it ioners event  m ight  be of concern, it  would be helpful 
for the SCR administ rators to provide them  with a list  of proposed delegates 
at  a pract it ioners event . 
 
 
6 . Should fam ilies be involved in SCRs if they are suspects?  
 
 
For a serious case review to be effect ive, the process must  uncover all the material 
and evidence which could lead to greater learning about  how services to children 
and fam ilies could be improved. Professionals will have their  views, and their 
cont r ibut ion is, of course, vital, but  professionals may not  always understand how 
the ‘end user’ feels about  the service they were offered or provided.   
 
I n their 2005 – 2007 Biennial Analysis (Brandon et  al, 2009) , plenty of evidence 
was cited which indicates the value and necessity of involving fam ilies and the 
community in the learning process, in fact , arguably the most  important  learning 
can come from fam ily, fr iends, neighbours etc. As pointed out  above, one of the 
few key pr inciples contained in the statutory Government  guidance is that  seeking 
learning from fam ilies should be a cent ral part  of every SCR.  
 
The only hindrance that  cannot  be overcome is when a fam ily member refuses to 
get  involved. I f they are prepared to help the SCR team learn lessons then nothing 
should prevent  that . I t  is j ust  a mat ter of t im ing, and any percept ion that  the SCR 
Reviewers cannot  ever interview witnesses or even defendants involved in a 
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parallel cr im inal case is wrong. There will be an assumpt ion that  the SCR will 
interview anyone who can help maxim ise learning, but  it  is st rongly suggested in 
the ACPO/ CPS Guidance (2014)  that  discussions should take place with police and 
if appropr iate the CPS about  when this should take place. For example, if a parent  
is on bail pre-charge, and the police are planning to re- interview them after 
forensic results come back, it  may be best  for the SCR based conversat ion to take 
place after the police have finished interviewing. 
 
I f the st r ict  t imescales for complet ion of the SCR do not  allow for such a delay 
then in terms of interviews with any suspects it  would seem sensible for the police 
to ask for the following arrangements to be included:  
 • A recording or full wr it ten note is made of the conversat ion 
• That  record is made available to the police disclosure officer to assess for 
relevance 
• The conversat ion does not  include discussion about  culpability in any cr ime 
• The interviewees legal representat ive ( if applicable)  is made aware of the 
intent ion to ask them to cont r ibute to the SCR 
 
 
7 . Good Com m unicat ion is Crucial 
 
 
I t  may be useful to consider these three principles to underpin any discussions 
between the ‘prosecut ion team ’ ( i.e. the Police and the CPS)  and the SCR Panel 
Chair:  
 • Both SCR’s and crim inal invest igat ions are im portant  processes to safeguard 
children and neither should be comprom ised if at  all possible. 
• I t  is important  that  cr im inal prosecut ions are carr ied out  in a ‘j ust ’ manner 
and therefore nothing done by the SCR should cause or allow a m iscarr iage 
of j ust ice. 
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• For the SCR to be effect ive, all possible learning needs to be established in 
order to safeguard children immediately, and in the future, and the 
existence of a cr im inal invest igat ion should not  compromise that  learning.  
 
From the point  of v iew of the police and CPS, the main concern is likely to be that  
the SCR team m ight  need to interview potent ial prosecut ion witnesses or 
defendants, and in so doing their evidence could be compromised. Crim inal cases 
can take many months or even years to be finalised, and because those 
conduct ing the SCR are usually working towards a 6 month deadline for 
complet ion, there can somet imes be a conflict  of interests which the two sides 
need to work through. 
 
Although the changes in methodology for  conduct ing a serious case review may 
seem a lit t le alarm ing to some people working on a linked cr im inal invest igat ion, 
the ACPO/ CPS Guidance (2014)  document  provides reassurance that  both 
processes can be carr ied out  simultaneously and without  compromising each 
other. There is however a real need for dialogue between the senior police officer 
conduct ing the cr im inal enquiry and the SCR Panel Chair because it  is unlikely that  
both will fully understand the working procedures and requirements of each 
respect ive process such as, from the police point  of v iew, the requirements set  out  
in the Cr im inal Procedure and I nvest igat ion Act  1996. 
 
Whereas a few sect ions from the 2014 Guidance have been reproduced in this 
paper it  is st rongly recommended that  anyone who is, or is likely to be involved in 
such parallel proceedings, should download the ent ire document  which is available 
on POLKA or from the following link:  
 
ht tp: / / www.cps.gov.uk/ publicat ions/ docs/ liaison_and_informat ion_exchange.pdf   
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Abstract  
The Period of PURPLE Crying is an evidenced-based infant  abuse prevent ion 
program used within the US, which educates parents and caregivers about  normal 
infant  crying and the dangers of shaking an infant . This art icle which is unabr idged 
copy of the white paper writ ten by the authors in 2010 out lines what  the term 
means and how during this per iod in an infant ’s life they can become more 
vulnerable. I t  also out lines a prevent ion programme, which should be considered 
by professionals in the UK implement ing within their areas.  
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1 . I nt roduct ion 
 
 
 
Shaken baby syndrome (SBS) and abusive head t rauma (AHT) cont inue to be the 
most  common causes of mortality and morbidity due to physical child abuse in the 
United States. Despite being recognized for nearly 40 years, there are only a 
couple of valid studies about how often shaken baby syndrome (abusive head 
t rauma)  happens. Both of these studies report  the incidence for only the most 
serious hospitalized and/ or fatal abusive t raumat ic brain inj ury cases and are 
est imates for infants younger than 1 year of age. The figure ranges from about  25 
to 30 cases for 100,000 person years in and around Edinburgh, Scot land, and in 
North Carolina, respect ively. 
 
A significant  proport ion of cases of SBS/ AHT, about  25% , die during the init ial 
phase of hospitalizat ion. The survivors do very poorly as shown in a number of 
studies. I n a study done in Canada, only 7%  of the survivors were reported as 
“normal,”  12%  were in a coma or vegetat ive state in the hospital, 60%  had a 
moderate or greater degree of disability, 55%  had last ing neurologic deficits, 65%  
had visual impairments, and 85%  would require ongoing m ult idisciplinary care for 
the rest  of their lives. The negat ive effects following hospital discharge are likely to 
be underest imated, because it  often takes several months or even years before 
neurologic and developmental diff icult ies become apparent .  
 
Clear ly, the best  response to this m ajor harm to the health and safety of infants 
and young children is to devise programs that  prevent  inflicted brain injury from 
happening in the first  place. The developm ent  and validat ion of effect ive programs 
for prevent ion have proven to be challenging because of a number of factors.  
 
The first  of these factors is a count ing problem. I n order to count  the cases of a 
medical condit ion, a good and acceptable definit ion of that  condit ion must  be 
established and accepted by those doing the count ing. All diseases require such 
definit ions. I n abusive head t rauma, for a number of reasons, this is not  always 
easy since this condit ion is a collect ion of signs, symptoms, clinical and X- ray 
findings, and in fatal cases, autopsy findings.  A second factor is establishing a 
baseline incidence rate across large populat ions. Since the US is div ided into states 
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and count ies, there are count ing pract ices that  vary widely from jurisdict ion to 
jur isdict ion and a lack of uniform ity in tabulat ing the results. So establishing the 
baseline-  the start ing point  of measurement-  is diff icult ,  but  essent ial to 
determ ining the effect iveness of any intervent ion to change the incidence of 
abuse. A third factor is economic. Many communit ies simply do not  have the 
resources to keep detailed stat ist ics on all condit ions. Another economic factor is 
the fiscal support  needed to design and implement  a sustained program for  
intervent ion. 
 
 
2 . Rigorous Scient ific Test ing  
 
 
Any prevent ion st rategy must  be validated by r igorous scient if ic evaluat ion to 
determ ine whether the intervent ion itself or  numerous other factors are 
responsible for any measured change in incidence. This requires comparing 
fam ilies who receive a part icular exper imental intervent ion to others who do not  
receive the experimental intervent ion (a cont rol group.)   Since abusive head 
t rauma is a relat ively low incidence phenomenon, intervent ion must  occur in a 
very large populat ion of fam ilies with comparable cont rol groups.   
 
 
3 . The Approaches to Prevent ion  
 
 
Prevent ion efforts in child abuse may be div ided into three categories:  primary,  
secondary and tert iary.  
 
Prim ary Prevent ion has all parents as its target  populat ion and seeks to prevent  
the occurrence of the problem. Examples of primary prevent ion include public 
service announcements, pamphlets and brochures given away at  stores, hospital 
and clinic wait ing rooms, and doctor’s offices. 
 
Secondary Prevent ion or prevent ion that  short  circuits or ameliorates abusive head 
t rauma as it  occurs may be most  successful by target ing`  “at - r isk”  populat ions 
such as single parents, young parents, drug-  and alcohol-  dependent  parents, 
persons with demonst rated impulse cont rol problems, poverty- r idden parents, and 
isolated parents. These are parents under unusual st ress for any number of 
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reasons. 
 
Tert iary Prevent ion, also known as rehabilitat ion, targets the populat ions who have 
already abused their children to restore child funct ion and prevent  recurrence. 
 
 
4 . W hat  are the elem ents of sound prevent ion program s? 
 
 
1. The intervent ion st rategy must  be studied and validated before being widely 
implemented. This requires a scient if ically r igorous test ing of the elements of the 
intervent ion, using study populat ions and cont rol groups to gauge the 
effect iveness of the st rategy. 
 
2. The benefits should be measurable. The effects of whatever intervent ion is 
given must  be able to be quant if ied. This means establishing baseline numbers, 
applying the intervent ion, and then measuring the change in the baseline 
numbers. 
 
3. The intervent ion should be easily accepted by clients. I n order for any 
intervent ion to be effect ive, it  has to be easily understood and embraced by the 
parents of the infants. They have to understand how this will benefit  them and 
their baby. 
  
4. Goals should be broad. I f the expected outcome of the intervent ion is too 
narrow the measurement  may fail to demonst rate any effect iveness.  
 
5. Var iables affect ing outcomes should be considered and cont rolled to the extent  
possible. 
 
6. Scient if ic research on effect iveness should be conducted in order to assure that  
the intervent ion is working when the intervent ion is implemented as well as later  
on. 
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7. Cont inuing educat ion of providers. Those administering the intervent ion must  be 
updated about  the progress of the whole program and given new informat ion as it  
becomes available about  how to improve the applicat ion of the intervent ion.  
 
5 . W hat  prevent ion program s for  SBS/ AHT have been studied? 
 
 
Dias and his colleagues are well- known for their programs in western New York 
and Pennsylvania.1 They used a geographically defined area around Buffalo New 
York for their f irst  study on SBS prevent ion. The goals of the program were to:  
 
1. Educate every parent  of every newborn child before the child leaves the 
hospital;  
2. Secure commitment  statements from both parents that  they have 
received and understand the mater ials before leaving the maternit y 
ward;  
3. Monitor regional incidence of AHT using historical cont rols. 
 
There were seven key elements in the program. The program was to be:  
 
1.  Universal (all parents of newborn children)  
2.  Adm inistered at  a consistent  t ime dur ing the perinatal per iod 
3.  Adm inistered by nurses 
4.  Targeted to both parents, especially fathers 
5.  Presented in a mult imedia format  
6.  I nclusive of a com mitment  statement  signed by both parents 
7.  Separate from other informat ion given to parents of newborns before discharge 
 
They gave educat ional mater ials to the parents of all newborns in an eight -county 
region around Buffalo in western New York State during the years spanning 1993 
through1998. Nurses were t rained to ask parents to read a single page of 
informat ion and look at  an 11-m inute video describing the dangers of shaking a 
baby and suggest ing other responses to a crying baby. Both parents were also 
asked to sign a paper that  they had received and understood the materials and 
that  they were commit ted to not  shaking their infant . When the infants turned 7-
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months old, ten percent  of the sample was surveyed by phone about  the content  
of the material. Twenty-seven percent  spontaneously recalled receiving SBS 
informat ion, but  when asked specifically about  the SBS material, 94%  said they 
had got ten the materials. Nurses est imated that  the vast  m ajorit y of the parents 
received the leaflet , but  that  less than two- thirds viewed the videotape. Sixty-nine 
percent  signed the commitment  paper.  
 
I n the 9.5 years of the intervent ion program in western New York, they had 16 
part icipat ing regional hospitals. They obtained commitment  statements from over 
150,000 fam ilies represent ing over 80%  of the region’s live births. Ninety-six 
percent  of the commitment  statements were signed by mothers and 76%  by 
fathers. On the follow-up survey, 98%  of the part icipants recalled wr it ten mater ial,  
94%  recalled the commitment  statements, 61%  recalled a poster on SBS, and 
30%  recalled the video.  
 
I n the six years before the prevent ion program was int roduced, there were 49 
cases of SBS/ AHT reported in this region. This t ranslated into 41.6 cases/ 100,000 
live bir ths, or 29.7 cases per 100,000 person-years. During the years in which the 
program was administered, there were 21 cases, a rate of 22.2 per 100,000 live 
bir ths. This represents a 47%  reduct ion.  
 
Dias and colleagues init iated an ident ical program in Pennsylvania in May 2002. 
Forty- two hospitals in cent ral Pennsylvania init ially part icipated and it  was then 
expanded and supported by the Pennsylvania Department  of Health.  
 
The cost  of the New York program was $10 per infant . This study showed that  
prevent ion can work and that  parents’ recall was excellent  for writ ten materials 
about  abusive head t rauma. The act  of signing a comm itment  statement  vowing to 
abstain from shaking of infants was recalled in the overwhelm ing majorit y of 
part icipants. I nterest ingly, only one- third recalled the video “Port rait  of Prom ise.”  
The results of the Dias programs have im plicat ions for the future of such 
prevent ion programs. I ts goals of using nurses in the newborn period to provide 
educat ional mater ials about  SBS to all parents of all newborn children, coupled 
with a comm itment  statement  signed by both parents were effect ive in seeing a 
reduced rate of SBS in the region studied. 
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6 . Do the educat ional m ater ia ls used in a  prevent ion program  
m at ter? 
 
 
Without  cit ing an enormous literature about  test ing of educat ional mater ials, the 
common-sense answer is yes. The ent ire advert ising indust ry is devoted to get t ing 
“ the message”  into the thinking pat terns of the general public. Effect ive 
presentat ions to any audience depend not  only on what  informat ion is t ransm it ted, 
but  how it  is presented.   
 
The importance of form  and content  of educat ional materials in AHT/ SBS 
prevent ion programs was shown to make a difference to observers by a study 
done by Russell and her colleagues.2 This study sought  to compare intervent ional 
materials intended to raise public awareness of care-giving pract ices connected to 
SBS. Two hundred sixty- four adults were recruited for part icipat ion. Part icipants 
fell into two groups:  those who regularly cared for children (46% )  and those who 
did not  (54% )  
 
SBS awareness was surveyed (using a specifically designed inst rument)  prior to an 
educat ional intervent ion and three t imes afterwards (at  two, six and 12 weeks) . 
Four items relevant  to SBS prevent ion were measured:  
 
1. At t itudes towards adults’ emot ion regulat ion  
2. At t itudes towards soothing 
3. At t itudes towards discipline 
4. Basic caregiver knowledge 
 
Three intervent ions were presented to the part icipants:  these educat ional 
materials included “Port rait  of Prom ise”  v ideo, the “Shaking, Hit t ing, Spanking:  
What  to do instead”  video, and the brochure “Never, Never Shake a Baby.”   Both 
videos are approximately 10 m inutes long and have sim ilar informat ion on the 
r isks connected to shaking of infants. The second one, however, offers several 
alternat ive behaviors that  m ight  help soothe a crying infant  and help the caregiver 
to remain calm  dur ing the frust rat ion. 
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This study used a r igorous scient if ic approach to determ ine the effect iveness of the 
three types of educat ional mater ials. This “evidence-based”  approach to validat ing 
materials is essent ial,  since many untested approaches to soothing babies, based 
on anecdotes and opinion, are available in mult imedia formats without  ever having 
been subjected to scient if ic evaluat ion. Russell and her colleagues found that  the 
highest  likelihood of increased awareness was derived from the teaching video 
intervent ion ( “Shaking, Hit t ing, Spanking:  What  to do instead” )  followed by the 
test imonial v ideo ( “Port rait  of Prom ise”) ;  the lowest  probability of increased 
awareness was from the use of only a brochure. The authors’ conclusion was that  
addit ion of video materials increased significant ly the likelihood of posit ive changes 
in SBS awareness over intervent ions using only brochures. I n other words, the 
manner of delivery of the informat ion does mat ter. 
 
 
7 . The Period of Purple Crying -  a  Program  for  Prevent ion of Shaken 
Baby Syndrom e ( AHT)  that  em phasizes the educat ional approach 
 
 
The acronym ‘PURPLE’ stands for the characterist ics of infant  crying in the first  few 
months of life:  
P:  Peak of crying 
U:  Unexpected  
R:  Resists soothing 
P:  Pain- like face 
L:  Long last ing 
E:  Evening and late afternoon 
 
There is evidence that  infant  crying is the most  important  st imulus for AHT/ SBS. 
The Period of Purple Crying program approaches SBS prevent ion by educat ing 
parents about  normal infant  development  and, specifically,  about  crying pat terns 
to be expected in normal infants based on scient if ic evidence about  infant  crying. 
I t  uses posit ive messages for parents rather than negat ive warnings about  
det r imental consequences of shaking. The authors of this program recommend a 
“ t r iple-dose”  approach:  
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Dose One:  Maternity Wards 
The PURPLE program is given to fam ilies of new babies, both mothers and fathers, 
in the hospital after  the birth of their baby. Maternity nurses are t rained and 
provided with a script  to use when present ing the mater ials to fam ilies of new 
babies and the PURPLE Crying materials themselves. Each fam ily receives the 10-
m inute DVD and 11-page booklet  about  PURPLE Crying to take home with them. 
When possible, the parents should watch the film  in the hospital and be able to 
ask the nurse quest ions. I t  is very important  that  the parents receive the program 
from a person in a posit ion of authority or influence, like a maternit y nurse or 
health educator. I t  is equally im portant  that  the person delivering the PURPLE 
program recommends its use to the parents, encourages them to review the 
materials, and recommends sharing the materials with other caregivers of their  
baby.  
 
Dose Two:  Pre-  and Postnatal Prim ary Health Care Units, Public Health Visit ing 
Nurses or Prim ary Care Physicians 
Heath nurse home visitors, pediat r icians, fam ily doctors or public health clinics can 
reinforce the message by talk ing to parents about  the concepts taught  in the 
Period of PURPLE Crying program. I f needed, the physician (or office personnel)  
can provide mater ials to parents who were m issed at  the hospital after having 
their baby and did not  receive the PURPLE materials. I t  is important  not  to 
duplicate the materials in the dist r ibut ion process as, ideally;  most  parents should 
have received the materials at  the hospital.   
 
Dose Three:  Public Educat ion and Media Cam paign 
A public educat ion campaign provides this informat ion to the general public, 
including all those who did not  receive the program through the previous two 
methods. This is an important  part  of br inging about  a cultural change as it  is 
necessary to educate grandmothers, boyfr iends, neighbors and relat ives about  the 
PURPLE program. Understanding of the Period of PURPLE Crying among the 
general populat ion can help ease the st resses of parents dealing with inconsolable 
crying of their babies.  
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8 . Reinforcers and Enhancers  
 
 
Other groups who serve parents are specifically targeted to facilitate complete 
community coverage about  the Period of PURPLE Crying program. Childcare 
providers, foster care workers, m idwives, advice and hot  line personnel, fam ily 
pract ice physicians, emergency room personnel and other groups serving parents 
should be contacted and receive t raining on the Period of PURPLE Crying. This 
ensures that  parents get  the same informat ion wherever they go for help and 
advice.  
 
 
9 . Scient ific Test ing of the Program  
 
 
The efficacy of these educat ional materials has been studied in two random ized 
cont rolled t r ials—the most  st r ingent  designs for such studies—and reported on in 
2009. One study was done in the state of Washington3 and the other in Vancouver, 
BC, Canada.4 I n the Washington study, the populat ion consisted of a study group 
of 1374 mothers of newborns. The cont rol group consisted of 1364 mothers of 
newborns. I n the Vancouver study, the study group had 913 mothers of newborns 
with a cont rol group of 920 mothers of newborns. The aim  of these studies was to 
invest igate the effect  of the Period of Purple Crying mater ials on the mother’s 
knowledge and behavior relevant  to the prevent ion of SBS.  
 
Both study groups received the PURPLE m aterials:  an 11-  page booklet  and a 12-  
m inute DVD, both of which ident if ied the associat ion between crying and SBS. I n 
the US the cont rol group received a DVD about  infant  safety and safe sleep. I n 
Canada, they received the Canadian Pediat r ic Society’s brochure on sleep posit ion, 
a brochure on SI DS and a DVD with clips from the Nat ional I nst itute of Child 
Health and Human Development  Back to Sleep campaign and the Safe Start  
program of BC Children’s Hospital in Canada. 
 
The eight  main outcome measures were:   
1. Crying knowledge 
2. Shaking knowledge 
3. Responses to crying generally 
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4. Responses to inconsolable crying 
5. Self- talk responses to inconsolable crying 
6. Sharing informat ion with a temporary caregiver on crying 
7. Sharing informat ion on walking away if frust rated, and 
8. Sharing informat ion on the dangers of shaking. 
 
Secondary outcomes were derived from  the mothers’ ent r ies of infant  and 
caregiver behaviors in a Baby’s Day Diary for four days.  
 
Results from both studies were sim ilar but  not  ident ical. Among the USA mothers 
there was increased knowledge about  crying and the dangers of shaking after 
receiving the PURPLE mater ials, and they shared more informat ion about  walking 
away if frust rated and the dangers of shaking. The Canadian mothers who 
received the PURPLE materials showed greater knowledge about  infant  crying and 
were more act ive in sharing informat ion about  crying, walking away if frust rated 
and the dangers of shaking with other caregivers. Of note is that , in the Vancouver 
study, the diary results also indicated that  caregivers were more likely to lay the 
infant  down and walk away if they were frust rated by inconsolable crying. 
 
I t  is important  to understand that  these studies were not  designed to determ ine 
whether the Period of PURPLE Crying materials reduced the incidence of shaken 
baby syndrome or infant  abuse. Much larger populat ion-based studies are required 
to do that . Rather, they were designed to assess whether the mater ials changed 
knowledge (especially about  infant  crying characterist ics that  are frust rat ing)  and 
behaviors (such as sharing informat ion with temporary caregivers)  that  are 
relevant  to reducing shaken baby syndrom e. 
 
To have an idea about  the effect iveness of the materials, the authors reported an 
index referred to as an “effect  size,”  a standardized measure that  allows results to 
be compared across studies of sim ilar types. On the most  important  knowledge 
change ( the increase in knowledge about  frust rat ing crying characterist ics) , the 
parents who received PURPLE mater ials showed a change with an effect  size of 
0.46. This compares to an average effect  size change of .23 for sim ilar k inds of 
studies which are at tempt ing to change parental knowledge (0.18 for random ized 
t r ials like this one) . I n other words past  research on changing the beliefs that  
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people hold about  health is ext raordinar ily diff icult . The PURPLE program study has 
demonst rated these posit ive changes. 
 
 
1 0 . W hat  are the differences betw een the Dias t r ia ls and Period of 
PURPLE Crying  t r ia ls? 
 
 
The Dias t r ials and the Period of PURPLE Crying t r ials are exam ining different  
aspects of the st rategy for prevent ion. The Dias t r ial tested a process model and 
describes how to implement  a SBS prevent ion program. The Dias published model 
is an “open source”  model amenable to the use of different  m aterials than were 
originally used in that  study.  The PURPLE program tested the content  of 
prevent ion mater ials for changes in knowledge and behaviors. The two posit ive 
sets of findings suggest  that  combining the PURPLE materials with the Dias 
process could make the result ing program  greater than the sum of its parts. 
 
 
1 1 . Ongoing Research on Shaken Baby Syndrom e Prevent ion 
Program s 
 
 
The Period of PURPLE Crying:  Keeping Babies Safe in North Carolina-2007-2012 
After the complet ion of the studies conducted in Br it ish Columbia and the state of 
Washington, a five year follow up study was launched in 2007 in the state of North 
Carolina. The PURPLE program had previously been tested (see above)  to 
determ ine if the materials changed knowledge and behavior of mothers after 
learning about  the Period of PURPLE Crying.  The study implemented in North 
Carolina includes the state-wide implementat ion of the Period of PURPLE Crying 
program to determ ine if the program  could reduce the incidence of SBS and infant  
abuse generally. The current  implementat ion is being done as a universal 
prevent ion program for all of the approximately 125,000 births a year in North 
Carolina over a five-year period. The program is designed to be an improvement  
on current  best  pract ices by combining the PURPLE materials with the Dias 
dist r ibut ion in m aternit y wards, but  adding a second “dose”  of reinforcement  by 
public health and physician pract ices, and by including a public educat ion and 
media campaign for the general public as the “ third dose.”  I t   is targeted both at  
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mothers and fathers of newborns and society generally with the aim  of br inging 
about  a cultural change in society’s understanding and approach to infant  crying, 
shaking and infant  abuse generally.  
 
The State of North Carolina was selected because Drs. Heather Keenan, Desmond 
Runyan, and colleagues had previously conducted the only North American study 
to date on the incidence of Shaken Baby Syndrome in North Carolina 6which is 
being used to help determ ine the effect iveness of the program. This prevent ion 
program is conceptualized and designed as a primary, universal, community 
educat ion prevent ion program.  
 
The program will be evaluated by;  1)  Program Fidelity.;  2)  Parental Recall of 
Program;  3)Parental Use of Shaking as Discipline;  4)  Reduct ion in the Rate of 
Abusive Head Traum a (Shaken Baby Syndrome)  5)  Hospital Specific Effect iveness 
of the Program;  and 6)  Economic I mpact  of the Prevent ion Program. The research 
program funded by CDC, The Doris Duke Charitable Foundat ion and The Duke 
Endowment  will go on from 2007 to 2013. 
 
The Period of PURPLE Crying:  Brit ish Colum bia, Canada-2007-2012 
Sim ilar to the model being used in North Carolina the PURPLE Program  is also 
being tested in the province of Br it ish Columbia. The lead invest igator is Dr. 
Ronald Barr and implementat ion is adm inistered by Marilyn Barr.  Dose One will 
include the delivery of the program by maternity nurses in all bir thing hospitals. 
Dose Two will be given by public health nurses who in Brit ish Columbia reach 97%  
of all mothers in the first  week after the bir th of their baby.  A public educat ion 
campaign will be conducted as Dose Three. The project  is funded by the Provincial 
Government  and will be completed dur ing 2007 to 2011.  
 
The program will be evaluated by;  1)  whether it  reached the targeted groups;  2)  
reduct ion of shaken baby syndrome and abusive injury in infants generally;  and 3)  
whether it  achieves a cultural change in the community’s understanding of ear ly 
crying and its relat ionship to shaking.  
 
Pennsylvania Shaken Baby Syndrom e Prevent ion and Awareness Program 
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Start ing in 2007 this five year study will cont inue the hospital based program  
completed in the previous study and expand parent  educat ion into pediat r ic care 
providers’ off ices in 16 randomly selected cent ral Pennsylvania count ies and will be 
compared to 15 count ies not  offering the program through pediat r ic care 
providers.  This expanded program provides the opportunity for further parent  
educat ion about  infant  crying and violent  shaking at  the 2, 4 and 6 month well 
child v isits (dur ing which im munizat ions are given) .  This includes asking both 
parents to read a “crying card”  called “Take a Break Don’t  Shake”  that  reviews 1)  
normalcy of infant  crying, 2)  ways to handle caregiver frust rat ion about  infant  
crying, 3)  ways to calm  the infant , and 4)  how to select  other infant  caregivers.  
Parents sign a comm itment  statement  affirm ing their receipt  and understanding. 
 
The program will be evaluated by;  1)  Effect iveness in reducing abusive head 
injury;  2)  cost -effect iveness of the hospital based program alone and in 
combinat ion with the primary care based program;  3)  feasibility of repeated 
exposure both immediately postnatal in the hospital as well as later in a medical 
offices. 
 
 
1 2 . Conclusion  
 
 
The programs to prevent  child abuse, to be effect ive, need to be easily understood 
by the populat ion for which they are intended. They need to be easily adm inistered 
and universally applied. They must  use validated educat ional materials as was 
shown by the study by Russell and colleagues.  They need to be measureable in 
terms of the received knowledge as well outcome measures of reduct ion of cases 
of abuse. They need to be inexpensive in terms of t ime and actual cost . 
 
The two approaches described here could be combined, using the best  aspects of 
both. The materials of PURPLE, incorporated into the Dias delivery model, is likely 
to produce both object ives-an effect ive teaching moment  in the newborn period to 
equip new parents with bet ter understanding about  how  to deal with infant  crying 
and the consequent  decrease in abuse.   
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 Definit ions and abbreviat ions 
PM  Post -mortem 
PMXR   Post -mortem X- ray or radiograph 
PMCT (A)   Post -mortem Computed Tomography (Angiography)  
PMMR  Post -mortem Magnet ic Resonance imaging 
PMUS  Post -mortem ult rasound  
SI DS  Sudden I nfant  Death Syndrome 
 
 
Abstract  
 
Convent ional X- rays (PMXR)  of the bony skeleton are taken following paediat r ic 
deaths, largely to exclude congenital abnormalit ies as well as to invest igate for  
injur ies which are not  apparent  externally. This is part icular ly im portant  where 
there is suspected non-accidental injury or child abuse. More recent ly, other 
imaging techniques have been developed in a non- forensic post  mortem (PM) 
set t ing in children, with highly effect ive results. This art icle gives an overview of 
the main childhood PM imaging techniques now being developed, with an emphasis 
on computed tomography (PMCT)  and magnet ic resonance im aging (PMMR) , and 
how they m ight  now be employed in a forensic invest igat ion. Each modality is 
presented with an explanat ion of how the technique works and how the im ages are 
acquired, what  the relat ive advantages and disadvantages of each technology are, 
and how they may be best  employed in the forensic set t ing. The need for 
appropriate t raining in the interpretat ion of normal PM changes is highlighted, and 
future direct ions for improving PM imaging in this context  is out lined. Whilst  X- rays 
may remain the normal imaging approach in invest igat ing childhood death, 
increasing emphasis on other techniques will help to provide the maximum  
possible informat ion to the parents, police, medicolegal system, and to provide the 
best  possible explanat ion for the child’s death.  
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1 . I nt roduct ion 
 
 
 
The death of a child needs to be handled with due care, at tent ion and sensit iv ity  
for all part ies concerned. Many childhood deaths are unexpected, and require 
invest igat ion in order to correct ly ident ify the circumstances leading to the death. 
The current  gold standard medical invest igat ion is the full paediat r ic autopsy, 
which under the direct ion of a pathologist  incorporates the clinical history of the 
deceased, detailed external exam inat ion, photography, skeletal radiographs, 
placental analysis (where appropriate) , m icrobiology and other ancillary 
invest igat ions as appropriate.  The ult imate role of autopsy is to determ ine the 
underly ing cause and mechanisms of death, or in the case of st illbir ths and fetal 
dem ise, to provide a unify ing diagnosis which may have significance for the 
management  of future pregnancies or implicat ions for other fam ily members.  
 
However, in many developed count r ies, fetal and pediat r ic autopsy acceptance 
rates remain at  historically low levels, with overall acceptance rates now around 
12-15 %  in the USA and UK respect ively (Shojania & Burton, 2008;  Sieswerda-
Hoogendoorn & Van Rijn, 2010) . This low level of autopsy invest igat ion means that  
large amounts of informat ion which could be used to counsel parents about  future 
pregnancies, cont r ibute to epidem iological studies regarding fetal and infant  
deaths, and direct  wider governance issues, is current ly not  available. This decline 
is largely due to reduced parental acceptance, which may be for moral or religious 
grounds, fear of disfigurement , delay in funeral plans, or diff icult y understanding 
the benefits (McHaffe, Fowlie, Hume, et  al. , 2001) .  A combinat ion of these factors 
has led to a development  of non- invasive and m inimally- invasive per inatal and 
paediat r ic autopsy service provision, which typically rely heavily on modern 
imaging techniques which are now being deployed in the post  mortem set t ing, 
called post  mortem (PM)  imaging.  
 
PM imaging adds value in four main ways. First ly, to provide a direct  diagnosis, 
such as the characterist ic radiographic appearances of a skeletal dysplasia (such 
as osteogenesis imperfecta) . Secondly, to provide addit ional value to guide the 
autopsy, such as image-guided biopsy or ident if icat ion of an unsuspected lesion, 
such as hidden fractures or head injury. Thirdly, age est imat ion from bone 
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measurements and skeletal ossif icat ion assessment  may help where the baby or 
child’s age is unknown or ambiguous. Last ly, where parents do not  agree to an 
invasive PM exam inat ion, PM imaging can be offered as an alternat ive to the 
t radit ional autopsy, with the lim itat ions of such an approach clear ly defined 
(Arthurs, Taylor & Sebire, 2014) .  
 
This art icle mainly deals with the use of PMCT and PMMR in a forensic set t ing, in 
which the thorough invest igat ion of childhood death may be assisted by employing 
these techniques to full effect .   
 
 
2 . W hat  is Different  about  Childhood Deaths? 
 
 
 
I t  is important  to understand that  childhood deaths differ from adult  deaths. I n 
general, paediat r ic PM imaging is dist inct  and different  from adult  PM imaging due 
to differences in the cause of disease, variety of disease processes and imaging 
approaches, which require a part icular skill set  to maxim ise  y ield and clinical 
ut ility.   
 
Pract it ioners need to have expert ise in several aspects of radiology, including both 
radiographs and cross-sect ional imaging modalit ies, knowledge of specialist  
techniques, and be fam iliar with the unique range of pathologies in this pat ient  
populat ion, including perinatal pathology. We have out lined the t raining 
requirements for establishing this service elsewhere (Arthurs, Van Rijn, Taylor & 
Sebire, 2014) .  
 
Whilst  neurological and cardiovascular  disease (such as coronary artery related 
disease)  are likely to account  for the vast  majority of sudden death in adults, in 
children the spect rum of disease is markedly different  (Thayyil, Sebire, Chit t y, et  
al., 2013;  Weust ink, Hunink, Van Dij ke, et  al. , 2009) . For fetuses and neonates, 
congenital abnormalit ies and complicat ions of delivery account  for the majority of 
deaths, and for fetuses term inated for antenatally detected st ructural anomalies, 
genet ic and syndrom ic disorders are the predominant  category (Thayyil, et  al. ,  
2013) . I n infancy, the single most  common group is sudden and unexpected 
deaths, often termed Sudden I nfant  Death Syndrome (SI DS or cot -death) , in 
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which the mechanism remains uncertain and the diagnosis is one of exclusion 
following autopsy. Of unexpected infant  deaths in which a medical cause is 
ident if ied, infect ions, such as unrecognised respiratory t ract  infect ion, represent 
the largest  group (Weber, Ashworth, Risdon, et  al. , 2008) . Therefore, the best  
st rategies for invest igat ing such deaths, including both imaging and ancillary  
invest igat ions, vary significant ly with age. A thorough understanding of the 
spect rum of likely pathologies is required in order to direct  a rat ional death 
invest igat ion st rategy.  
 
I nflicted injury, non-accidental injury (NAI )  or child abuse is another major reason 
to invest igate unexpected childhood death. Research suggests that  NAI  is 
common, and that  the pre-mobile child and very young child (<  1 year of age)  are 
part icular ly at  r isk. I f NAI  is not  considered, then the diagnosis can be m issed, and 
there is a high r isk of repeated abuse being fatal (The Royal College of Child 
Health and Paediat r ics and The Royal College of Radiologists, 2008) .  Paediat r ic 
radiologists are acutely aware of these factors in their day- to-day pract ice.  
 
 
3 . PM I m aging Modalit ies  
 
 
 
There are several types of imaging which may be employed in the invest igat ion of 
fetal dem ise or term inat ion of pregnancy including convent ional post  mortem 
radiographs or X- rays (PMXR) , ult rasound (PMUS) , CT (PMCT)  and MRI  (PMMR) . As 
m ight  be expected, there are current ly large differences in how these techniques 
are employed between inst itut ions, across European count r ies and worldwide 
(Arthurs, van Rijn, & Sebire, 2014) .  
 
 
4 . PMXR 
 
 
Skeletal radiography gives an overview of the skeleton, by passing X- rays through 
the body which are at tenuated by varying degrees of t issue density. This gives an 
indirect  imaging assessment  of t issues, typically dense t issues such as the bones, 
from which bone development , bone measurements, congenital skeletal 
abnormalit ies and gestat ional age est imat ion can be performed (Arthurs, Calder & 
Klein, 2014;  Arthurs, van Rijn & Sebire, 2014;  Calder & Offiah, 2014) . Rout ine 
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PMXR are suggested in nat ional autopsy guidelines and considered mandatory in 
certain cases such as suspected skeletal dysplasia (Royal College of Pathologists 
Working Party on the Autopsy, 2006) .  
 
Standards for the radiological invest igat ions of suspected NAI  were published in a 
joint  Royal College document  in 2008 (The Royal College, 2008) , with sim ilar  
recommendat ions made by the American equivalent  ACR (ACR Guidelines, 1997) . 
This includes detailed recommendat ions for perform ing, report ing and delivery 
imaging in the context  of NAI  but  has not  been specifically drafted to include PM 
imaging, although many of the features overlap. A typical skeletal survey involves 
around 20 images of the ent ire skeleton, obtained to a high technical standard by 
two radiographers t rained in paediat r ic radiography techniques (FI GURE 1;  Table 
1;  (The Royal College, 2008) ) . All PMXR should be assessed immediately for  
completeness and diagnost ic quality by a consultant  radiologist  who can direct  
addit ional or supplementary views on a case-by-case basis (The Royal College, 
2008) . Recommendat ions now include oblique views of the chest , as it  improves 
r ib fracture detect ion rates (Hansen, Prince, & Nixon, 2008) . (FI GURE 2) . 
 
As these guidelines were drawn up with imaging of live children with suspected 
NAI  in m ind, there are other considerat ions for PM radiographs. These may be 
technically diff icult  to perform , due to posit ional changes of r igor mort is ( in infants 
and older children)  and other problems. Unlike in live skeletal surveys, there is 
current ly no standardised protocol or guidance as to when a “babygram”  or 
skeletal survey should be used (Hughes, Arthurs, Moss, et  al, 2012) .  
 
PMXR are used in the set t ing of suspicious childhood death mainly in order to 
ident ify, or exclude, occult  or hidden fractures. There is good evidence that  
skeletal surveys have a high yield of revealing abuse, part icular ly in children under 
the age of two years, which may otherwise have no external manifestat ions. 
Typical fracture pat terns which are consistent  with NAI  are given in Table 2, 
following an in depth review of pat terns of abusive skeletal fractures (FI GURE 3)  
(Kemp, et  al., 2008) . For example, it  is important  to recognize that  no fracture can 
really dist inguish between abusive and non-abusive t rauma, as few aspects of 
radiology can give an indicat ion as to intent  to harm the child. However, when 
infants and toddlers present  with a fracture in the absence of a confirmed cause, 
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physical abuse should be considered (Kemp et  al. , 2008) , part icular ly where there 
are mult iple fractures, r ib fractures, or other indicators such as a fracture in a non-
walking child (Table 2) .  
 
Rib fractures are of part icular interest , with posterior or healing r ib fractures being 
highly suggest ive of NAI  (Bulloch et  al., 2000) . Rib fractures following 
cardiopulmonary resuscitat ion are rare, and when they do occur, are anterior or 
lateral, often incomplete (greenst ick)  fractures, and may be m ult iple (Bulloch et  
al., 2000;  Maguire et  al., 2006) . Fresh anterolateral fractures, which may be 
mult iple and even bilateral, are highly likely to be related to resuscitat ion if there 
are no other associated injur ies (FI GURE 4)  (Weber, Risdon, Offiah, Malone, & 
Sebire, 2009) . However, fracture dat ing is a complex process which is an inexact  
science and poorly reproducible (FI GURE 5;  table 3)  (Halliday, Broderick, Somers, 
& Hawkes, 2011;  Prosser et  al.,  2005) . A recent  study shows only moderate 
agreement  between radiologists regarding the presence or absence of bone 
healing parameters, apart  from new bone format ion (Halliday et  al. , 2011) , and 
although r ib fracture healing may follow a fair ly predictable pat tern, its t im ing is 
fair ly var iable (Sanchez, Nguyen, Palacios, Doherty, & Coulter, 2013) .  
 
The Royal Colleges also made recommendat ions regarding report ing of skeletal 
surveys. For instance, it  would be best  pract ice but  not  essent ial that  the 
supervising radiologist  would ult imately be the same person that  formally reports 
the skeletal survey. I deally these surveys should be performed within working 
hours, and usually within 24 hours of referral. The radiologist  should be fam iliar  
with the pat terns of radiographic abnorm alit ies usually associated with NAI  (The 
Royal College, 2008) , and clear ly these guidelines now need to extent  to include 
other imaging modalit ies, and the requisite skill set  to accompany their  
interpretat ion to ensure accurate report ing standards.  
 
 
5 . PM ult rasound 
 
 
Ult rasound uses the principle of sound waves rebounding from var ious st ructures 
in the body to give an image. Pulses of ult rasound are sent  from the probe through 
the skin into the body. The ult rasound waves then echo ( 'bounce back')  from the 
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var ious st ructures in the body. The echoes detected by the probe are displayed as 
a 2-dimensional image on the monitor. Ult rasound does not  use ionizing radiat ion 
and has almost  no known health r isks.  
 
PMUS has lim ited use in the PM set t ing in children, but  is more useful in fetuses 
and newborns. PMUS has been used in adults to demonst rate predominant ly 
abdominal f indings at  PM, such as gallbladder stones, k idney and liver disease. 
However the authors found that  normal PM changes in the infant  body cause 
diff icult ies at  US, including hyper-echoic abdominal and thoracic walls, and gas 
distension of the digest ive t ract , and put refact ion of the subcutaneous t issues 
(Charlier,  Chaillot ,  Wat ier, et  al.,  2002;  Fariña, Millana, Fdez-Aceñero, et  al. , 
2002) . PMUS is therefore bet ter suited to fetal and per inatal PM imaging than 
paediat r ic PM imaging. With cont inuing im provements in imaging and experience, 
PMUS image-guided biopsy may become more important  in the future when fully 
developed.  There is some evidence that  PMUS may be able to assess new bone 
format ion at  fracture sites, but  there is insufficient  evidence to recommend its 
current  use.  
 
 
6 . PMCT 
 
 
CT uses the same technology as X- rays, but  by using a rotat ing X- ray source and 
detectors to take mult iple images, a cross-sect ional 2 dimensional or 3 
dimensional image can be obtained. Tradit ionally, CT is used to image the brain 
and the lungs without  needing int ravenous cont rast  (because of the natural 
cont rast  differences between grey and white mat ter, or between the air  and other 
lung t issues) , and is part icular ly good for demonst rat ing bone detail. With the 
addit ion of int ravenous cont rast , which perfuses organs to a var iable degree, 
excellent  3D imaging of the whole body can be obtained. The m ain advantages of 
PMCT over PMMR are speed, availability, and the increased bone detail that  is 
achieved. However, to give good imaging of the soft  t issues at  PMCT, an inject ion 
of cont rast  material is usually required (Figure 6) . Whereas PMCT angiography 
(PMCTA)  now forms the main-stay of adult  PM imaging (Bruguier, Mosimann, 
Vaucher, et  al., 2013;  Grabherr, Doenz, Steger, et  al., 2011;  Roberts, Benamore, 
Benbow, et  al., 2012;  Ruder, Hatch, Ebert , et  al., 2012)  to demonst rate coronary 
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artery disease and vascular pathology throughout  the body which may relate to 
the cause of death, both cont rast  and non-cont rast  PMCT present  diff icult ies in 
imaging children, making its use less appropriate. The applicat ion of int ravenous 
cont rast  via the femoral vessels in small children is technically diff icult , and so it  
may be preferable to inject  direct ly into the umbilical vessels or the heart . No 
diagnost ic accuracy study of PMCTA versus PMMR for congenital cardiac disease 
has yet  been conducted, but  given the non- invasiveness of PMMR, this modality is 
likely to be preferred. The other benefits and drawbacks of PMMR are discussed 
below. 
 
I n the context  of childhood death, unenhanced PMCT will give excellent  bony 
detail, and be able to provide good diagnost ic qualit y images in suspected skeletal 
dysplasias, with possible addit ional benefits from 3D reconst ruct ions, or for  
fracture imaging in suspected NAI . PMCT is becoming part icular ly useful at  
detect ing r ib fractures, and detailed abnormalit ies of other bone injur ies (Figure 
7) :   more fractures are ident if ied at  PMCT than on convent ional radiographs, 
part icular ly part ial r ib fractures (Schulze, et  al., 2013) , although r ib fracture 
detect ion rates using both techniques are dependent  on observer experience 
(Hong, et  al. , 2011) .  
 
One study has suggested that  PMCT can be useful in selected cases;  in a small 
cohort  of 47 deaths in infancy, good concordance between PMCT and autopsy 
findings was reported although deaths remained unexplained in 29 /  47 cases 
(62% )  (Proisy, Marchand, Loget , et  al., 2013) . Other prelim inary studies have 
used PMCT to exclude child abuse (bony injur ies)  in children, but  with m inimal 
posit ive findings and quot ing that  “ it  was diff icult  to presume the cause of death 
with PMCT alone” , requir ing laboratory data and m icrobiology for most  of the 
diagnoses encountered (Oyake, Aoki, Shiotani, et  al. , 2006) .  
 
I n rout ine invest igat ion of NAI  in live children, there is a schedule of neuroimaging 
which may include both CT and MR, with head CT performed as soon as possible 
(The Royal College, 2008) . There are no such guidelines available for PM imaging, 
but  these will evolve as we gain experience at  using these techniques in this 
set t ing.  
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Whilst  there is evidence from adult  PM imaging that  PMCT is preferred to PMMR, 
because of the ease of cont rast  inject ion, vascular pathology encountered and 
slight ly higher accuracy rates (68%  for PMCT rather than 57%  for PMMR (Roberts 
et  al. , 2012) ) , PMMR is preferred in infants and children for the reasons given 
below (Figure 8) .  
 
 
7 . PMMR 
 
 
Magnet ic resonance imaging uses the inherent  differences in the water content  of 
the body’s t issues to give highly detailed imaging of almost  all of the body organs. 
By using the natural propert ies of hydrogen atoms ( in water)  which spin in a 
powerful magnet ic f ield, radio- frequency and magnet ic gradients are used to 
interpret  signal differences in 3 dimensions. I nt ravenous cont rast  can also be 
given to further demonst rate differences in t issue perfusion. MRI  does not  use 
ionizing radiat ion, and is therefore inherent ly preferable to using CT, but  the 
machines are noisy, typically more expensive to buy and run, can cause 
claust rophobia, and images take much longer to acquire. Most  of these pat ient  
factors are however negated in PM imaging.  
 
PMMR shows the greatest  prom ise as a possible alternat ive to convent ional 
perinatal and paediat r ic autopsy. Many advances have been made since several 
early PMMR studies were published in the late 1990s, and PMMR can be used to 
perform  other act iv it ies usually performed during autopsy, such as organ weight  or 
volume est imat ion. The largest  recent  prospect ive t r ial of PMMR versus standard 
t radit ional autopsy in fetuses, st illbir ths and children showed that  PMMR had the 
highest  diagnost ic accuracy in the fetal group (Magnet ic Resonance I maging in 
Autopsy:  MARI AS study)  [ 34] . This study of 400 cases reported the greatest  
concordance between less invasive autopsy (defined as PMMR including ancillary 
invest igat ions such as examinat ion of the placenta, but  no invasive incisions)  of 
over 75%  in children, and higher in fetuses and st illbir ths (Thayyil, Sebire, Chit t y, 
et  al., 2013) . Furthermore, PMMR was part icular ly accurate at  ident ify ing brain, 
cardiac and renal pathologies (e.g. Figure 9) , as m ight  be expected from our 
experience at  imaging in live children, but  poorer at  intest inal pathology or lung 
pathology, such as infect ion (Arthurs, Thayyil, Addison, et  al., 2014;  Arthurs, 
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Thayyil, Olsen, et  al., 2014;  Taylor, et  al., 2014) . 
   
This study demonst rated the importance of PMMR as a component  of a less 
invasive autopsy examinat ion, and how many abnormalit ies could easily be 
detected using this thorough imaging invest igat ion. The combinat ion of an 
experienced perinatal pathologist  and radiologist , following the PMMR and other 
less invasive autopsy invest igat ions, could predict  with high accuracy (> 99% ) 
which cases would require addit ional autopsy. However, PMMR does have some 
lim itat ions of PMMR, including understanding the normal PM changes which occur 
such as fluid redist r ibut ion (subcutaneous oedema, pleural and per icardial 
effusions and ascites)  (Arthurs, Barber, Taylor, & Sebire, 2014) . PMMR is not  
diagnost ic in very small fetuses, but  these are unlikely to be the subject  of a 
forensic exam inat ion.  
 
I n imaging childhood death, PMMR can be part icular ly useful to delineate t raumat ic 
injur ies, including the soft  t issue injuries to lungs and abdom inal organs associated 
with r ib fractures or abdominal t rauma, int racranial injury, and long bone fractures 
(although these are often best  ident if ied on standard radiographs) . The precise 
role of PMMR in the forensic autopsy remains to be established, but  any addit ional 
informat ion regarding the extent  of int racranial injury, num ber and site of r ib 
fractures, and extent  of thoracic and abdominal injury can be useful to guide the 
forensic pathologist  in conduct ing their detailed exam inat ion (Figure 10) .   
 
 
8 . Recent  developm ents 
 
 
We are beginning to employ PMCT and PMMR in a forensic set t ing, and have only 
just  begun the process of improving and refining the techniques to their  full 
potent ial. Several other techniques also show prom ise in diagnost ic imaging 
following death. One problem encountered is in imaging very small fetuses, where 
the resolut ion of convent ional PMMR is such that  making a diagnosis can be 
diff icult . Very high field PMMR has been described,, whereby using a much 
st ronger magnet  can generate much higher resolut ion images (Thayyil, Cleary, 
Sebire, et  al., 2009) . However, these machines are not  widely available, and 
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remain predom inant ly a research tool, although a case could be made for 
cent ralizing services for precisely this provision.  
 
Micro-CT is another potent ial alternat ive diagnost ic modalit y for imaging small 
objects, using CT but  at  improved resolut ion down to m icrom etres rather than 
m illimet res. Micro-CT is becoming more widely used in adult  PM forensic work 
(Rut ty, Brough, Biggs, et  al., 2013) , and has recent ly been used to image fetal 
hearts (Lombardi, Zambelli, Bot ta, et  al., 2014) , although ext ract ing and ‘f ix ing’ 
t issue for opt imal cont rast  is necessary.  
 
I t  is now possible to create life-size three-dimensional (3D)  models of the imaging 
findings as a plast ic 3D representat ion of the human t issue, as rapid prototyping 
techniques and desktop pr ints have evolved (Schievano, Sebire, Robertson, 
Taylor, & Thayyil, 2010) . St ructural abnormalit ies of the organs and their relat ions 
to each other can be easily demonst rated from the imaging acquired, with a 
permanent  record of the exact  anatom ical features for each indiv idual case created 
(FI GURE 11)  (Schievano et  al. , 2010) . Simple magnificat ion allows larger 
replicat ion of the pathological features, m aking it  easier to appreciate abnormal 
anatomy, and pr inted models can be annotated and stored long- term  for teaching 
purposes. Clinicians may find these models part icular ly useful for explaining 
abnormalit ies to parents, as a “clean”  model of the abnormalit ies without  any 
autopsy photographs to be used. Some parents may indeed want  to keep an 
art if icial replica of the baby or organ, to help with the bereavement  process. I n 
medico- legal cases, j ur ies and judges often depend on evidence provided by 
pathologists, including post -mortem photographs or drawings, whereas rapid 
prototyping models can now be used to demonst rate the significant  f indings.   
 
 
9 . Service im plicat ions 
 
 
There are several im plicat ions to running a PM imaging service. The integrated 
fetal PM imaging service in the future will include a mult i-disciplinary group of 
obstet r icians, fetal medicine specialists, pediat r ic radiologists, perinatal 
pathologists, and genet icists, to name but  a few, who m ight  be involved in the on-
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going care and counselling of bereaved parents. By combining these clinical skill 
sets, and recognizing the cont r ibut ion of each imaging and other modality to the 
final diagnosis, the opt imal approach to the invest igat ion after death can be 
determ ined for each case. We current ly consider that  following fetal death, a 
stepwise approach is the most  logical and efficient , using, where available, the 
following:  a full clinical history and exam inat ion, taking into account  age, 
presentat ion, and likely diagnosis (one possible speculat ive approach is out lined in 
figure 12)  (Arthurs, Taylor, & Sebire, 2013, 2014) . PMXR are to be performed 
where clinically indicated, followed by a PMMR to give a more in-depth 
understanding of the cause of death. PMCT and PMUS should be used to address 
specific issues, such as suspected fractures or head injury, and on the basis of all 
the imaging available, a targeted biopsy or full autopsy can be performed as 
appropriate.  
 
One lim itat ion to the implementat ion of PM imaging in children is the availability of 
CT and especially MR scanners. I n most  hospitals scanner availability is lim ited and 
full to capacity dur ing dayt ime working hours of clinical imaging for live pat ients, 
as would be expected. This implies that  in general PM imaging needs to be 
performed outside of normal working hours, either dur ing the evenings, at  night  or 
weekends, to fit  around convent ional clinical lists, although addit ional costs may 
be incurred in doing so. I n order to facilitate changes in working pract ices, 
collaborat ion with radiographers or  radiological technicians is paramount , to 
involve them ear ly on in the need for good quality PM imaging.  
 
Not  all inst itut ions will have the capacity or willingness to offer all of these PM 
invest igat ions. There is on-going debate as to how a nat ional service to provide a 
comprehensive PM imaging service will develop. Debate cont inues over the 
respect ive merits of a local imaging service with cent ralised report ing, or a 
cent ralised imaging service from a handful of specialist  UK cent res, likely based in 
established paediat r ic hospitals with the necessary paediat r ic pathology 
infrast ructure already in place. To develop either service, comm unicat ion between 
all pract it ioners is essent ial, including the police, j udicial and coronial system, 
pathologists, radiologists and paediat r icians.  
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1 0 . Conclusion 
 
 
PMXR remains the main imaging modality following childhood death. CT should be 
performed where available, as it  can give bet ter resolut ion to radiographs as well 
as give detailed 3D imaging pr ior to autopsy. PMMR can give bet ter imaging 
findings st ill,  but  is not  as widely available in a forensic set t ing. A summary of the 
different  techniques is given in table 4. Many different  pract ice pat terns will ar ise 
as a result  of variat ions in local need, but  the gold standard service would be 
complete PM imaging in forensic cases prior to autopsy, to give the maximal 
diagnost ic y ield as well as the correct  informat ion to the parents, police, medico-
legal system to br ing about  the best  explanat ion for the child’s death.  
 
1 1 . Figure Legends 
 
Figure 1 : Full PM skeletal survey for  NAI  
A typical skeletal survey involves around 20 images of the ent ire skeleton, 
obtained to a high technical standard by two radiographers t rained in paediat r ic 
radiography techniques. See also Table 1 (The Royal College, 2008) .  
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Figure 2 : Oblique view s of the chest  
Oblique views of the chest  are recommended as they allow for bet ter detect ion of 
r ib fractures. An example of an 8 month old boy with anter ior r ib fractures that  are 
diff icult  to ident ify on the frontal chest  radiograph (A)  but  are much easier to see 
on the oblique view of the left  sided r ibs (B) . These anterior  r ib fractures are 
typical for resuscitat ion related injur ies, and there were no other signs of injur ies 
in this child.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3 :  Non- accidental injury 
Examples of fractures encountered in NAI . Corner metaphyseal injuries are said to 
be highly specific to NAI , as they represent  an injury to the im mature bone at  the 
metaphysis which is produced by flailing lim bs as the child is shaken.  Rib fractures 
are another common site of injury in NAI , and the presence of healing fractures 
(meaning a delay in seeking medical at tent ion on behalf of the child)  is itself an 
indicat ion of a potent ial lack of appropr iate parental care.  
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Figure 4 :  Rib fractures  
Schemat ic representat ion of locat ions of r ib fractures in children with suspected 
NAI .  The dist r ibut ion of fresh, presumed resuscitat ion- related r ib fractures (a)  in 
the anterolateral chest  only, is in cont rast  to the dist r ibut ion of all r ib fractures 
associated with other injur ies suggest ive of NAI  (anterior B, posterior C)  which 
include poster ior fractures. Reproduced with perm ission from (Weber et  al. , 2009) .  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5 :  Fracture dat ing 
Examples of different  stages in fracture healing. An acute fem oral fracture (A) , 
part ially healed fem oral fracture with new bone format ion (B) , and an almost  
completely healed and remodeling femoral fracture (C)  represent  the normal 
course of fracture healing, but  dat ing of fractures is an inexact  science and poorly 
reproducible. 
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Figure 6 :  Unenhanced PMCT 
Unenhanced PMCT of the chest  (a)  and abdomen (b)  in a neonate demonst rat ing 
poor signal cont rast , with lim ited different iat ion between heart  and non-aerated 
lungs, and abdom inal organs.  Reproduced with perm ission from [ Arthurs FETAL 
paper] .  
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Figure 7 :  PMCT –  r ib fractures 
PMCT is good at  demonst rat ing bony injur ies. Axial PMCT images from the same 
child show anterolateral fracture (A)  which was ident if ied on the chest  radiograph, 
but  also a poster ior fracture (B)  which was m issed, and is highly suspicious for 
non-accidental injury.  
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Figure 8 :  PMCT vs. PMMR of the head  
Comparison of axial images of PMCT and PMMR of the same brain. There is loss of 
normal grey-white mat ter different iat ion and oedema on the PMCT, but  the 
cont rast  differences between grey and white mat ter are greater on the PMMR.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9 :  PMMR exam ples  
Examples of diagnost ic PMMR images of the brain (a) , chest  (b)  and skeleton (c)  of 
three separate pat ients. A premature baby who died dur ing prolonged illness 
suffered a large left  subdural haemorrhage causing m idline shift , as well as 
bilateral int ravent r icular  and per ivent r icular haemorrhage on PMMR (a) . There is 
bilateral post  mortem change in the lungs (b) . Mid-shaft  humeral fracture in a 
baby (c) .  
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Figure 1 0 :  PMMR chest    
PMMR chest  in a child who had apparent ly been found dead in bed. The PMMR 
shows sedimented blood in the pleural cavity causing a st raight  line 
(haemothorax;  a) , probably from bleeding intercostal vessels with adjacent  r ib 
fracture (circled) , together with a liver lacerat ion (b) . Both of these findings were 
confirmed at  autopsy with extensive other injur ies, and the care-giver was 
prosecuted successfully for murder ing the child.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 1 :  Rapid prototyping   
3D model of a fracture skull and under ly ing brain haemorrhage in an infant  brain. 
The PM imaging dataset  combined the CT image ( to provide the 3D skull st ructure)  
co- registered with the MR image ( to ident ify the bleed volume and posit ion)  to 
give a composite image (d) . This was pr inted into a skull (b) , to demonst rate the 
fracture (black arrow head, a)  and internal haemorrhage (black arrows, c) . These 
findings were confirm ed at  autopsy. Reproduced with perm ission from Schievano 
et  al. (2010) .  
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Figure 1 2 :  Possible im aging approach    
Perinatal post  mortem imaging service approach. Diagram illust rat ing a speculat ive 
out line of a stepwise approach to incorporat ing PM imaging into a comprehensive 
perinatal PM service. Reproduced with perm ission from Arthurs, Taylor & Sebire 
(2014) . 
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